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This study came about 1n the pursuit of ouestions raised
in a reading group formed by the Misses s. Manire, s. Rutzky,
D. Schwartz 2nd myself. A shortened version was given as a
Friday night lecture on March 18, 1966 at St. John!s College
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I.
A.

Mythos
Page

The Republic is composed of concentric rings encompassing a center.
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B.

SUPPLEPIENT
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The outer ring represents Socrates' descent into
the house of Pluto-Cephalus.
1. The oath •By the Dog"' is an appeal to Hermes
the Conductor of Souls.
2. Socrates assumes the role of Heracles, founder
of cities.
J. His longest labor is the bringing up of the
triple monster Cerberus - the soul.
4. His greatest labor is the release of a new
'Theseus.
II.

A.

2

3
4
4

Logos

The second ring represents the founding and degeneration of cities ttin speech" (Books III,IV . and VIII,
IX).

1.
2.
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B.

These cities are "in speech" only, since they can be
neither generated or regenerated.
1. The Phoenician tale implies that men can be mined
as a public treasure.
6
2. The just city founders on the un-naturalness of
human nature and on the "f <mndlng paradox".
7
.3. The degenerate cities themselves are actual, but
the are;ument about them ls "detached~..
9

C.

In Polemarchus' house justice, defined as "doing
one's own business", is the craftsmen's specific
virtue.

···,, 8Ll.\0 ~E\~JL8l\€ 6LJ
···absque ph1losoph1a

O©Ob 116 ~Bn J L BLr&L -1 @6e o oc4~

c1v1tatem philosophicam express!

ebCD~O GL0 6 ~Gd@L l\G<lJ.
mortalibus!'

Four cities are founded: the city of demiurges
or craftsmen, of warriors, of guardians, and of
philosophers.
To these correspond four degenerate forms.
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1.
2.

J.

The "demiurge" is opposed to the 'panurge" in
all his forms.
The inner justice of the philosopher converts
the definition into 9 ki1.owing one's own soul~.
For the philosopher the argument that justice
is profitable fails.

III.

A.

B.

c.
D.

9
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Ergon

In the center of the R.epublic Socrates founds the
philosopher's city •1n deed" (Books V-VII).
1. A. public vote forces Socrates to propose his
communal design~
·
2. Other works corroborate that the philosopher
city is not the· guardian city.
J. Socrates' city in the Timaeus is not that of
the Republic

3.
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4.

13
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B.

The paradoxical condition for bringing about the
city is that its founder must already live within
it.
1. Socrates· lives so as to fulfill this cond1 tion. 14
2. Glaucon has the qualifications of a young
ruler.
15
3. The bodily community of the guardian city is
replaced by a d1~log1c ~omrnunity.
16
Democracy, the exact inverse of the just city,
perversely proves to be the soil for the just
city.
The just city can be bro~ght to life by providing
a fl tting macrocosm, -as in the Tim_?-eus.
1. Temperance replaces justice 1n this city.
2. Antiquity in the Timaeus represents s~urious
actuality.

IV.

A.

2.

Glaucon's education in Books V-VII is Socratic
music.
1. The guardians' training is by purged traditional music (Books II and X).
a. Socrates corrects the myths of gods and
Hades but postpones the correction of
the myths of man.
b. The Republic itself exactly obeys the
stylistic requirements of •purged music•.
c. This music is explicitly excluded from
the plan of the philosophers' education.
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18

20

The discovery of op1n1on . (doxa) is Glaucon's introduction to philosophy.
.
1. The outer dialogue requires the "helmet of HadAa•
which excludes •good opinion• (Books I I and X1~
but the central conversation ls governed by •true
opinion.•
2. Siimmary of. 474-480 (Book V). As becom1ng''1s between being and non-being, so •opinion• 1s between 1€e?tOre..n ce and knowing.
3. "Opinion corresponds to "sp1r1 t •, tr.a mean between "reasoning"(logistiko~) , and "desire• in
the tripartite soul. ·
4. The log1st1kon, properly called the •calculating power•, ls a lesser faculty than •mowing".
5. After the new division of the soul as· an •1nstrument of learning• the terms of the "lower"
tripartite soul designate· desires.
6. The finer division of the soul by finding ~the
middle• ls the dialogue's main pre-dialectical
exercise.
1

17

Music

Socrates' music is •philosophical music•.
a. Socrates has spent his life making music.
b. Socratic mimeses of truth are images rather
than myths.
c. Such images are sketched in the soul by
long reflection.
d. Socratic images induce a logos while myths
are nreceded by one.
e. Socrates fulfills his own requirement that
all poets make an •tmage of the Good".
f.
Socrates corrects the Promethean Myth of
Man in the Cave Image.
His plan for the philosophical education is
presented musically as the •prelud·e • of mathematics and the ~hymn• of . dialectic.
The central dialogue is a symmetric texture of
images and their explications and correlations.

26
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The orator Socrates is elected to defend philosophy
before the democracy (487-505~ Book VI).
·
1. Adeimantus is the expert on corruption.
2.
Socrates by his images persuades the many to
accept philosophers as kings.
3. He refuses A.deimantus access to the "highest
study•, the Good.

Jl

Socrates tells Glaucon of the Good in a •true image',
the "s'm image".
1. Summary and tables of 506-511 (Book VI). The sun
image is explicated by the Divided Line.

32

29
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2.

3.

The image requires Glaucon to exercise .the two
lower, •doxast1c• powers of the soul
a. The lower of these\ likeness-making and recogn1Z1ng (eikasia~ known to Glaucon as a
game, is Socrates' chief instrument in
this context. The image itself forces
Glaucon to recognize the visible world as
a mere-image.
b. His trust (pistls) in the visible world
is· shaken and a belief in. tne rule of the
' Good is substituted.
c. Socrates' non-dialectical or •doxast1c"
presentation of the-Good serves to avoid
misunderstanding and to instill a kind of
artificial recollection in Glaucon.
The Divided Line, a figure for knowledge, pro. vides training for Giaucon's power of •thinking ".

4.
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5.

J4
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a. • Dianoia-,- - -thinking things through•, involves a htgher eikasia in two ways:
natural -objects are here regarded as image~ and also analogies are to be made by
recognizing likenesses.
b.- The mathematical faculty characteristic of
Glaucon, diano1a, is discovered by him as
a ''mean'!
c. Socrates particularly invites Glaucon to e
dialogue on number; · this passage is the only
approach to dialectic ih the Republic.
d. D1alegestha1 has - three meanings: conversation among the many, - dialo~e between a
knower and a learner, and ialectlc, the
movement of the soul within 1 ts elf '
The mathematical model of proportion (~nalogia)
is fully exploited.
a. The Good ls not really a •study•.
b. The absence of dialectical accounts (logo!)
of being is expressed by the absence of
defin1 te ratios (logo!_) between the line
sections.
c. Socrates forms four propo-r t1ons ' from the
_ Divided Line, showing Glau con how sameness of relation runs through the .whole
before he knows the parts themselves.
d. This induces him to trust the bond of similar! ty (homoi.otes) required for _dianoetic
ascent, which is by likenesses.
e. The Good, by exercising a downward e1kas1a
and likening things to itself, makes this
ascent possible.
f. The mimetic arts are condemned for usurping
the power of the Good (Book X).
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E.

Page
The image of the Good 1mpl1c1tly introduces
Glaucon to the fundamental problems of dialectic.
a. The Good has three capacities: as progenitor
it fathers the sun; it is the responsible
cause (ait1a) of knowing; it is the ruling
source (arche)of being. These are presented
in reverse order of "poll ticat' importance:
43
b. A diagram shows how being is articulated in
doubles by the Good, and particularly why
becoming is doubly apprehended, in sense nerCe.Jltion and opinion.
44
c. The Good ls not really a differentiating but
a binding source complimented, as the image
implies, by a secondary •dye.die• sour·c e.
45
d. "Likeness", which fails to account for ~parti
cipation !t w1 thin the real"1 of being, takes the
place of ~otherness• beyond being. It is that
•bond," by which the whole becomes onf? which the
three-term proportion of the Divided Line expresses.
46
e. In the dialectic progress from •what each _ts•
to •1what the Good ls• the latter is revealed as
•the whole•, and thus as the pattern of all
political community.
47
f. The Myth of Er contains the mythical counterpart of the sun image - a model of the world
within the world.
48

Socrates tells Glaucon of evil in a second •true imagen,
the •cave image".
1. Summary and table of 514-517 (Book VII). - '!'he cave
is to the upper world as the place of v1s1b111ty ls
_
to the place of thought.
48
2. While 1n the sun image the places prepared by the
Good for the soul are shown, the cave image shows
the actual dwelling of men; thus the oave image
explicitly includes ignorance and even deceit.
Igiiorance, however, corresponds to non-being.
50
J~
Therefore a different correlation o.f the images
is implicit:
_sun image '
_
cave image
being~ intellectual realm
·
becoming: sensible realm - - - -- non-being!
underground realm 51
4. Non-being is the mother corresponding to the Good
as father.
a. Politics as the dissembling art of managing
human stupidity has a special place in the cave
image.
51
b. The cave. as womb is a figure for non-being,
to wh1ch15 opposed the reaim of being under the
sun; between them lies the road along which 'bomtng into being" takes place~
52
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c.

d.

F.

Socrates identifies the cave as the mortal
Hades, the •sightless place". The backward
position of the prisoners signifies human
perTersion, which is corrected by the
Socratic •conversion•.
Socrates alludes to Pythagoras' descent into
Hades; 1n fact the dialogue itself has the
form of a Pythagorean •recollection exercise

Page

I.

Myth
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Socrates recites the nhymn of dialectic• for Glaucon.
1. · The ascent from the cave represents the road of
learning1 which has three parts:
a. •conversionn is not within the formal plan
because it .is, in effect, now being accomplished.
·
53
b. The "haul upwards• is effected by the building of an 1ntell1glble cosmos according to
a purified Pythagorean mathematical currlculua. Socratic mathematics as a •propaldeut1e • study ls •1nYerse• or 9 dream1ng• dialectic.54
c.. Dialectic 1 tself ls withheld from Glaucon as
accessible only by the path of study; instead
its praises are sung in a ~hymn•.
·55
d. Having h~ard the plan, Glaucon, as an initiate
of. the ~steries of learning, becomes a fellow
law-giver.
55
2. The ages for study and practice are set as in a
formal curriculum.
a. · The education of the rulers always leads out
of the city which contains nothing •fair"
.
for them; 1n · 1 t geometry is subs ti tu.ted for
;ros~
·
·
56
b•
ecause of' the hypothetical character of
•patterns~, the rulers 1~ the Constitution
do. ·not study constitutions, but learn to
rule 8 1n the light of the whole~.
57
c. Socrates introduces the dead philosophers as ·
···
58
•new di vlni ties•.
d. So~rates has brought up his Theseus.
58

At the center ot Plato's second longest dialogue, the
Const1tut1on,(Politeiah usually called the Republic, there
is en ergon, a deed or accomplishment. In order to find
th1s center 1t is necessary to establish the periphery. The
Republic is composed on the plan or concentric rings; the
themes on· the diameter reappear in reverse order as if they
were reflected through the central axis. The outermost
periphery ls a setting of myth. A broad i nner r i ng oons1sts
of t he construc ti on and destructi on of the successive forms
of a pa ttern city in •speech•, logos . The themes of this
ring, for in~ t ance the attack on the poets, are also symmetrical with respect to the center. This center itself, clearly defined as such by the plan· of the dialogue, presents the
actual founding of a city in 9 deed•, ergon.

B.
1. Anyone who has used an annotated edition of the
Repub11clJ will have read the curious anecdote told by
Diogenes Laertius and Dionysius of Halicarnassus about the
beginning of the work. The latter reports that many stories
about the care Plato took to •comb and curl• his dialogues
were current and especially one about a tablet fotmd at his
death which contained •that beginning of the Republic which
goes 'I went down yesterday to Pe1raeus With Glaucon the
son of Ar1ston', transposed with subtle variety.• We may
infer that some special meaning was tn be conveyed by the
beginning. Indeed there ls someth1~ curious about its
style: ancient as well as modern i\-t\i rnHAm,when they visit
their harbor:; do not go •to Peir a eus• but •to the Peiraeus•
(e.g.) Thuoy<j±des VIII, 92 ,,11 ); thi s ls Cephalus'Own usage
(J88 c 6), 2 ) and since he lives t here he ought to lal.ow. The
phrase els TTe .../' a..c...2. 1s to be heard 1n a speci al way. Now 1 t
h appens that the Athenians heard a certain meaning in this
name . - it meant t he •beyond- land•, v' Tr~ra.., the land beyond
t he river which was t hought one~ to have separated t he
Pe1r a1 c .pen1nsula from Att1ca.3J Therefore let us try r ead!ng : •1 descended yes t erday to the land beyond the river together with Glaucon the son of Ariston, •.• in order t o offer
my devotions,• he goes on, •to the goddess •••• • The goddess,
we learn at the end of the first book (354 a 11), is Bendis,
a Thracian stranger identified with Hecate,4) the guardian
deity of the tmderworld. Socrates is on his way back UP to
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town when Polem~chus with his companions detains him and
presses him to come to his house, where they find Cephalus
Polemarchua' rich old father, sitting in state. He is on '
that •threshold· [to Hade!J which is old age• (J28 e 6). 5)
As he himself explains, he scarcely has a body anymore·
He is, as his name signifies, a mere 9head• - as Socrates
slyly points out, he sits on a head rest, a proscephalaion
( J28 c l). His riches, ploutos, (.331 b 7), Socrates suspects, are his great comfort. A strange light is thrown
on him and his house by an ancient source which reports
him oTer thirty years dead at the dramatic date of the
dialogu~ which is between 411 and 405 B.C.; his son himself has only a few more years to 11ve before his death
at the hands of the Thirty Tyrants. 6 ) We are in 1\1.< city
of shad.ea, in the house of Pluto.
- Socrates occasionally refers to this situation throughout the dialogue, for instance when he declares to Thre--symachua and the others who are ther~ in solemnly ambiguous
language, that he will not cease his efforts until he has
prepared them •against that other life •hen, born again,
they may happen to hold such discourse• (498 d J-4). And
the very figure for the yoUilg guardians of the city which
he builds for his audience is a reminder of the setting:
they are to be like watchdogs who, as true lovers of wisdom, determine their friends and their enemies by the test
of their .knowledge or ignorance of them. The perverse
pattern of such dogs 1s Hesiod's hound of Hades who pcsseses
the •evil art• (Theogonr, 7?0) of fawning on strangers and
devouring those at home in Hades.
2. What is Socrates' business down there? To detect
the myth that provides the venerable setting for Socrates•
descent it ls necessary to go rather far afield for a

moment.

On certain occasions Socrates uses an oath which was
evidently considered 1n antiquity to be his very own: •By
the dog!•, and in the Gorgias (482 b 9) more explicitly:
•By the dog, the Egyptian godi•.?) Socrates uses the oath
several times 1n the Republic and often 1n characteristic
contexts, that is, in rhetorical passages and particularly
1n those concerned with the philosopher's part in politics
(J99 e 5,· 592 a ?). Who is the Egyptian dog god whom
Socrates calls on? Plutarch (On Isis and Osiris 368 e-f)
describes him: he is born of an underworld mother but
nursed by a heavenly goddess and thus belongs to both
realms; he can see his way both by light and by dark and
therefore has the office of mediating between the upper
and the lower world. His Egyptian name is J4.nub1s, bit to
the Greeks he is Hermes, the Interpreter, the •psychagogue•
who conducts the souls of the dead and guides those who
must descend into Hades while yet alive (cf. Diogenes
Laertius Vl!l,31). He is also the bringer of political
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wisdom to men (Protagoras, 322 c 2). In particular, Hermes
1s known as the guide of the hero Heracles in his famous descent into Hades (Odyssey XI,626) and is often so represented
on vases.
8)
Heracles himself is a most versatile hero.
He is the
chief founder of cities - witness the many cities c~lled
Heracle1a
He ls the great civilizer, •using music - at
which he is proficient - in this task. He is the guardian of
boys' education, the guardian of the palaestra, and the boys
devote their hair to him. He teaches men letters; Plutarch
jokingly calls him •most dialectical• (~ E l!t, Delphi, 38? d).
He ls a partisan of virtue, hav1ng~accord1ng to a story told
by Socrates (Xenophon, Memorabilia II,i,21; cf. SYI11poslum
177 bh chosen to follow Virtue as ~ teacher rather than Vice
because of the happlness~(eudaimonl~) she promised. But
Heracles' greatest fame derives from the deeds or labors imposed on him by the unjust king Eurystheus. These include
the killing of the snake-headed Hyd.rla and of the/Nemean Lion,
but his most awesome deed is his descent, his katabasis, into
Hades. His task there is to bring up to the light of day the
triple monster Cerberus. He has Hades' permission to do this,
but he is to gentle and persuade the beast and not to hurt it.
On his way into Hades, so the story goes, he at first forgets
his business and allows the shades to detain him 1n conversation. Before returning, he performs an incidental labor, · a
.
parer,gon, 1n releasing Theseus, his emulator and the founder Q.,~ \.o.~,vU"
of Athens, who is chained down in Hades, though he fails to
free Theseus' companion Peir1thous. While in Hades he is
nearly washed away by the underworld river.
This hero is, as it were, made for Socrate~ and he himself
makes the comparison. In the A.pology, speaking of his search
for a wise man,he says to the court: •Jind by the dog, men of
Athens - for I must speak the truth to you - those who had
the greatest reputation seemed to me nearly the most deficient •••
so I must show you how I wandered as if performing certain
labors ••• • (22 a 1). Every Athenian would of course recognize
the allusion· most translators put 1t into the text. Again,
in an 1nterl~de in the Phaedo, Socrates, playing with Phaedrus'
hair, which, if he ls Heracles, is his due, explicitly consents to take that role in the battle of argument, with Phaedo
playing Iolaus (89 b-c).
·
There are certain signs and indications that Socrates plays
this same role in the Republic. He •descends' to the land
beyond, is caught in conversation 1n the house of Pluto and,
like the phantom Heracles whom Odysseus meets on his own visit
to the shades - the true Heracles is among the gods - he tells
down there the story of his own descent (Odyssey XI,601). He
first fights the s9phist Thrasymachus, who comes at him •1ike
beast• (JJ6 b 5),J and With Whom he says he would as Soon
auibble as •shave a lion• ( 341 c 1). A 11 ttle later Thrasy~achus, laughing~~l°~~vLo~ "like one doomed• as the scholiast
explains the word, adresses him •o Heracles! this is that
wanted dissembling of Socrates• (337 a 4), which 1s, of course,

a
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nothing but a popular exclamation of wonder, but which
sounds almos t like the lion's roar of recognition - by the
end of the first book the lion 1s subdued. · At one point
Soc rates refers to the wrong way to kill the Hydria; implying that he knows the better way (426 e 8).

3-4. But .the longest labor begins after the •prelude•
(357 a 2) of the first book. In the nine books following ,
the running motif w111 be that Heraelean theme, the relation of virtue to happiness, ever recalled, even in the
mi dst of ye t greater matters which a re curtailed in its
favor (e.g., 445 a, 580 b, 608 c); this relation is to be
examined 1n a man who is wearing the Ring of Gyges (359 c
6) and 1 as Socrates adds, the Helmet of Hades too (612 b 5 ) ,
a magic cap which deprives him 1n life of a11 appearance
and reputation and puts him on a level with the bare stript
souls in Ba.des (cf. Gorgias, 523 c). In the course ~f this
argument Socrates will indeed teach his audience letters,
using the great text of the city to teach them t he small
letters of the soul {)68 d, er. 402 a 7). He will 1 as we
ehall see, found a city. By. the 9psyeh.agogurry• of his
rhet~~1ca1 music (Ph.aedrus 261 a, Aristophanes Birds
1553 J) he will release his Theseus, blameles~ly confined to Hades (391 c 8). But his longest effort will drag
to light a triple monster haTing, like Cerberus himself , a
bush of snakes for its lower part (590 b 1). Having plumbed 1n argum~t the remote depths of the tyrant's life>
Socrates recalls once more •those first words because of
which we came here• (588 b 1), namely Thrasymachus' cl aim
that injustice under the reputation of justice is profitable. To conclude the oase against him they "model an
image of the soul in words• (588 b 10). It will , Socrates
says, be a creature such as is found 1n ancient myth, a
Chiaaera or Scylla or a Cerberus, whose nature it i s to
haTe •many forms grown together into one• (588 c 4 ) under
the outw~rd guise of a man's shape. When they ha ve brought
up the soul and cl eans ed it of accretions (6ll)"we have~
Socrates says, •discharged ourselves of the argument• (61 2
a 8). · Heracles has delivered Hades of its mans t er.
Having ceased to enact a myth, Socrates closes the dialogue by telling one, a recollectlon of one of t hose "myths
which are told about those in Hades• which keep tormenting
Cephalus who is so close to these things (JJO d 7 ). In
this myth, Er, the Pamphylian or •A.11-tribesman• (614 b 4 )
ls charged by the soul s t o carry back t o the liv ing the
long tale of their thousand-year journey, of the ascent or
descent which is their reward or punishment. He actually
tells only of the end of these journeys since, as Socrates
s1gn.1fican.tly observes to Glaucon, the story itsel f would
take •a very long time to go through• (615 a 5). Socrates
ends the dialogue by urging Glaucon to hold fast t o the
•upward way• (cf. 514 b 4), so that they may do well in the

.

(

(.\

thousand-year journey "which we have just gone through
1"\v
~Le:AGe~v, 621 d 1). He means the ascent of the dialogue
itself (e.g., 473 a 5, 544 c 9).
This then 1s the setting of the Republic: Hades with its
tales and a deliverer willing to go down and able to come up a most appropriate setting, for down there, so all)the tales
go, Justice 1s close at hand (330 d 8, 614 c J).11

II.

Logos

A.

1-2. We come now to the arguments, logo1, which form the
broad middle ring encircling the center. .1.s the question
concerning the connection of justice to happiness 1s answered by bring1ng to light the human soul, so the soul itself is
disco•ered by raising and taking down cities . This is done
•1n speech. ( x~ y £& t and not, to use a pervading Greek OP{>Oe1 t1on, •in deed• (£/'Y'i · e.g., 382 e 8, 383 a 5, 498 e 4).
Let us first follow these city constructions.
At the beginning of the enterprise Socrates says: •come ~
then let us make a city from the beginning 1n argument• (1tt:'
>-.6y'w, 369 c 9, cf. also 369 a 5, 472 e 1, 592 a 11). The
obJect is to find the nature of justice by looking at the
largest context to which it ls applicable - hence the city
founded in speech will have to be just. They first found a
community of craftsmen, workers collected to ply their own
trades so as to supply eaoh others' WE:Ulte, making the city as
a whole self-sufficient (369 b). In this city the full pol1t1.cal weight of the Greek name for craftsmen, dem1ourgo1 {S?p..L...0~ yo~, J70 d 6) •public workers•, is realized. This, as we
will see 1s the most literal model from which to read off the
definiti~n of Justice which runs through the Republic, but
just as Socrates is about to do thtlt, Glaucon stops him. rn;i1s,
he says, 1s a c1 ty of pi~s {372 d 4). He means that the ci ·- 1izens' whole being, like ·that of pigs, ls absorbed 1n oonsum1ng and being consumed - there is no place or ·. lei sure for honor
and pride. Socrates, though still maintaining that this city
is the •true• and 9healthy• city (372 e 6), yields to Glaucon
and changes the •first city• (373 c 5, Aristotle, Politics
1291 a 18) by the addition of luxury and that soldier element.
which will procure wealth and maintain safety. He assents to.
the construction of this •revered• city because in 1t one might
see •how justice and injustice grow up in cities• (372 e 5);
this city, then, illl contain the. seeds of injustice also. He
describes the natures and the training of the soldiers or
guardians (<f0Ao...¥<£J), a subject to which we must return. At
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the end of this long argument (375-414) Socrates again reorganizes the eity, this time by division, namely of the
guardians into guardians proper older men who rule and
the 8UXill1arieS ciTTL-kOVpouj KO:i: /Jo'?'f}oVJ 414 b 5)' the
younger fighting men. This third, tripartite, city'suffices to read off the similar constitution of the soul and
to show conclusively. that, as in the city, so in the soul
justice must be profitable. Socrates now considers the
positive half of his task finished and ls about to go on to
investigate how injustice comes about in cities and souls
(445-449, Book IV). He ls interrupted. Three whole books
(V-VII) intervene in which a fourth and very different city
is founded. Not until Book VIII does he return to the
argument. In Glaucon's figure, 9 l1ke a wrestler he assume s
again the same position• (545 b 5 ) and goes on t o account
1n order for the four degenerate c i ties C.544-59 2) . When
this argument , t he complement to the genes is of cities 1s
done, Glaueon once again refers to •the c ity which we have
Just been founding and which is preserved in speech only
for I do not think that it i s anywhere on ea rth• (592 a io).

B.
. 1. Now what is the meaning of the claim that the genesis of the city, or the ci ty i ts elf, is only •in speech•?
It means of · course first of all t hat no actual cit of
living men comes into being whi le they speak or as a consequence of their discourse. But that is mere fact. What
is more interesting is that no such city can come to be now
or later, .QI. the design and intent of the--argument itself.
These word constructions are n ot •constitution
the practical _ patterns for working ci ti e s s uch as Plato and his
pupils were invited to write f or Greek cities 12) The
dialogue conveys this in one as t oundi ng fact:.no human
bei ng i s ever born i nto any of the three c1t1e - they cannot regenerate themselves ; they are unna tural. The first
city is constituted by collection t he second by addition
the third by division. No less strange is t he original '
physical settlement of the third city which i s first said to
begin with the exodus of the guardians to a camp outside
the old city (415 d 6), but later with the expulsi on of
all souls over ten years old (.540 e 5 ) . The citizens
are to accept this curious fashion of founding a community
because of the "Phoenician myth•, the one noble lie (414
b 9) which they are told (414; cf. 489 c 8): that their
youth and education was a · dream; that they were reall y
~armed like metals in the womb of the earth their mothe r
who sent them up fully formed, that they are theref ore ai l
brothers, though of different metal. Those who have an
admixture of gold must rule and those of silver must assis t
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for, as an oracle foretells, the city will fall when a man of
brass or iron rules. The purity of the metals must be carefully preserved, and if a gold or silver parent has a child
with an admixture of brass or iron he must consent to see it
put into a lower class.
The •11e• in this myth 1s not that . men are of different
metals or that the city caIUlot survive the wrong kind of
ruler - all that is true - but rather the claim that the
citizens have no proper natural birth and no privacy of soul.
Under their flattering epithet •earth-born• (415 d ?), which
intimates that they are Giants, is hidden the claim that they
are natural bastards who have a mother but no father and that
their soul can be accurately assayed like any ore. So too
the continuation of the city depends on the citizens' belief
that each generation is newly mined, like a public treasure,13)
from the earthly element on which the city rests.
But the curious character of this 'needful 11e • (414 b 9)
is that the joke ls, so to speak, on the guardians. The myth
must not only be believed to be true - it ought in fact to be
so, if the city ls to breed true. For if men are not born
from a common parent at the rib ht time and with pure souls
easily assayed, the guardians cannot control the new generation and insure the stability of the city.
2. The community , (ko1non1a) of women and children, the
•source of the greatest good to the city• (464 b 5) is intended to· achieve exactly this community of birth. All children born in the same year are to be ignorant of their parents
and are to be called brothers and sisters, although this ignorance may eventually lead t o incest (461 e 2). These children of the city will be tested all the time, but one of the
conditions for stability is beyond the guardians' control: the
timing of the mating. For as Glaucon wisely observes, the
best are drawn by necessity to have intercourse with the best,
but this necessity is "not geometric but erotic• (458 d 5).
Yet the guardians' control of breeding is to be precisely
•geometric". The Phoenician myth, in accord with Phoenician
greed (4J6 a. 2), makes of men a Pluton1c treasure to be dug up
and refined at will; the scientific counterpart of this is to
consider them a crop to be sowed and harvested in accordance
with the heavenly motions ..
The geometry of these motions as they affect breeding is,
however, not lalown to the rulers. In Book VIII Socrates has
just resumed the discussion of the degenerate cities when he
stops himself and prays to the Muses to tell him •how discord
first arose•, an allusion to the Iliad (I,6; XVI,112) and the
fall of the city of Troy. The Muses' response is a mathematical myth. A city so constituted as his, they say, can hardly
be moved C.546 a 1), but since everything which has a genesis
also has a degeneration, the city will not last forever - note
that in the order of argument the decline in fact follows
immediately upon the beginning. It must come because the
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the rulers' reasoJ'\.\.V\'J lt or rather their calculating power
mixed With sense l ..\oyt..~4? µeT) o....la·Bf a- E u15) b 1) as it 1 ~,
will not be able to apprehend the •geometric number• which
governs births. The ~uses recite this fabulous number,
which is indeed not to · be understood. Thus the generation
of rulers is corrupted and as a final consequence of their
baser metal they neglect the study of music and lose the
power of testing souls. This is how the decline of
Hesiod's ages, from gold down to iron begins.
Human generation is thus an impenetrable mystery, and
the city founders on the rock of the fact of bisexual generation. The human being, considered as that unstable union
of body and soul, does not run true to ~ as does a
plant. Human nature is un-natural. This ls the insuperable problem which is again attacked in the Statesman
( _2 71 ), where the Golden Age, the age of the direct divine
rule of Cronos, is characterized exactly by this - that
men grow directly from the earth and hav~ no human birth.
Later on Socrates quotes an old phrase\4J to contrast the
city with non-human nature: •You do not think,• he says,
•that constitutions come out of 'oaks and rocks' and not
out of the characters of those in the city?• (544 d 8).
Very nearly the same figure is used by Vergil for the
human race of the Golden Age of Saturn; they are sprung
from •trunks of trees or rugged oaks• (Aeneid VIII,314).
The Golden Age 1 s the age when men gi-ow n:a turall~.
The dialogue itself tacitly underscores the 1mposs1- bility of genetic contro~ both at the very beginning and
at the very ·end. For of those said to be nresent in
Cephalus' house, five are full brothers, two of them
Glaucon and Ade1mantus, sons of Ariston, and the three
others Polemarehus, Lysias, and Euthydemus, the host's
sons. The conversation itself will show how the sons of
the •Best• - Socrates often alludes to the meaning of the
father's name (e.g., 327 a 1, J68 a 4) - differ profoundly, and something similar was known of Polemarchus and ·
Lys1as (Phaedrus 257 b). And the Myth of Er which concludes the conversa t1on shows why genera tlon is 1ntra.ctable; human nature is not determined on the hither side
of life by others, but in the •divine place• beyond by
each sour_:itself (617 d 6). The coming to be of the
city is therefore not in accord with the coming to be of
human beings.
The enigma of regeneration is, however, only secondary to the paradox of the city's foundation itself. For,
it turns out, only those will be content to accept this
constitution who have accepted the'\dye 11 of its laws (4Jo
a 3). The just city can only be realized by its own
children; to begin it must have already begun. We eee
why the act of settlement itself is so lndeflnite, amounting once to the emigration of a11 rulers and another time
to the removal of all adults who leave behind a city of
children. This is what is meant by claiming that the
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three constructed cities are cities in speech only. They are
the kind of city that the dialogue's most knowing reader was
to call a -No-place•, a Utopia.

J. The degenerate cities which are symmetrical with the
three constructed cities are, on the other hand, all too realizable - indeed they exist. Socrates underscores this by
mentioning, 1n this context alone, actu21 Greek cities, namely
Crete and Sparta, the t1mocrac1es (544 c J). Yet here too,
in a different way, the argument is remote from the deed.
The argument that Socrates returns to 1n the eighth book
had just been initiated at the end of the fourth. Of the
five •bends• (T/'o~o~) of the soul, one alone is good while the
other four illustrate the multifariousness of evil; to these
latter correspond four cities. They have •so far ascended
in argument• (445 c 5) as to stand on a look-out tower whence
to view the manyness of vice. This discussion of vice, when
picked up three books later, continues to rise above its subject until having traversed timocracy, oligarchy, and democracy, they finally look down on th~ sink of tyranny and the
abyss of the tyrant's misery which ls 729 days, that is two
years of continual travel, beneath them (587 ). This is what
characterizes all serious discussions of .vi c e - they must
certainly not bring about that of which they speak, but rather
become more detached the closer they come to the tnith, just
as the best judge of criminals should have the least experience of crime (409 a). The effect of this •remoteness• on
the argument itself is that the degeneration of cities is presented as an inevitable downward progression. Here the argument takes account, as it were, . of its own impotence - the
situation is in actual fact desperate and in a few years a
fierce battle between the democratic faction and not one but
Thirty Tyrants will be raging about the sanctuary of the very
goddess whose feast is now being celebrated (Xenophon,
Hellen1ca, II,4,11), and the tyranny will have destroyed the
host's family, while a few years later a temporarily restored democracy will have murdered Socrates (399 B. c . ).

c.
1. The facts of the host. : family's condition and politics
determine the conversation in yet another and pervas1~e way.
The family runs a prosperous shield manufacturing and selling
business, and both Polemarchus and Lysias are known to have
democratic leanings though, we may suppose, of a decent and
moderate sort. This is the clue to the peculiar treatment of
the virtue which Tater gave the subtitle •on Justice• to the
dialogue. It is not usually Socrates' way to inquire whether
a thing is profitable or unprofitable before having inquired
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-What it 1s• (e.g., Meno 71 b), but this is just what happen.a wi~h respect to justice in the Republic. From the
second book to the end the question is: Is justice profitable? What justice 1s,1s assumed. As Socrates, somewhat to Glaucon's annoyance, insists (432 e 8), when they
come to find justice in the city they have constructed they
find there nothing more than they put in· the city is just
because they have made 1 t that way {4JJ ~ 1 443 b ·?)
The
working definition that is not the result b~t the ass~p
.1!.Qn · of the argument is that justice ls •doing one's own
b~siness and not meddling it {To "T~ o.t,'To ~ 7TfJ~T-'f£L" Ko..\:
IL'? no>." rr_pa.y~ovs.'lv, 4JJ a 8), a def 1n1 ti on they have
heard from many others and . have themselves often given
Justice so conceived is, to begin with, simply the •
opposite of the literal understanding of the names for
various degrees of wrong-doing. '!'here is rro~orrpo-.y/lAoV£-'(v
(4JJ a 9, 44) d 2, 444 b 2), literally ~muoh-doing• or
being a •addling busy-body nO:v"To... rro c...t..'Lv . ( 596 c 2}
·d o i ng every th"
· ~ or being a jack- of- all- trades - Socrates'
favorite description of the sophists' easy expertise (cf
397, 596\ cf. Sophist 2JJ d 9) and worst of all rro...vol/,/Oy£'2v
(409 c 5J, •being up to anything• or simple sha~eless wickedness, the behavior of the man who takes full advantage
of the impunity given by Adeimantus' Ring of Gyges
Positively, justice is acting in accordance with that.conveniently ambiguous phrase
7TJ'>Ci \IELV e1 ther •doing right•
or 9being we11•, with which . the Republic ends (46) e 4
519 e 1, 621 d 1).
'
From this·point of view the most simply just city is as
Socrates himself says, the first, the self-sufficient city
of demiurges or craftsmen who both know and do their own
business iJ73 e 6, 428 b 12). In them virtue is indeed wisdom (o-oq>t.Cl.}, in the good old-fashioned sense in which sophia
means what in English used to be meant by •cunning• namely
craft end skill, and arete means the power to do wo~k the
•v1rtue• .of an agent (er. 350 c 4, 353 e 1).
'
. We may well ask how a view so practical almost pat
comes to underlie the dialogue. It is nec~seary here to
recall that justice in the city. is exposed by finding and
analyzing out the other virtues and considering the remainder (427 e 13). Thus wisdom is found to be the rulers'
virtue, courage that of the warriors temperance the agreement of all on who shall rule (4)2 a~. Justice is then
found in each class as that virtue by which 1t does its own
work and nothing else. Now clearly in this context temperance 1s somewhat redundant. In fact, when Socrates turns
from the city to the soul he makes no distinction between
.justice and temperance (443 d 4, cf. Laws 696 d 11, where
temperance is called a mere •appendage• Trf'oa'/9 7~ o.. and
Charm1des 161 b 6, where Cr1t1as very idiowingly a~ he
thinks, proposes the present definition of justice as a
definition of temperance). We may therefore say that justice is that special virtue which all three classes possess
ftlll'.
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and consequently a unique and special virtue for .the crafts-

men, •the popular and cl tizen virtue• (-rVj'I 'S9)-loTL1<.~-..t Ka~t
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433 a 5), . by which, we might almost
say, a human being is ever himself. In some cases this means
quite simply •minding one's own business•, as must the lover
of wisdom~ for instance, in a city not fitted to his nature
(496 d 6). Justice might therefore be termed the private
public virtue which turns particular natures to the general
account. This is why its presence is the greatest good and
its absence the greatest ruin to cities (433 c 4 - 444 b 7).
This virtue, in essence decent self-respect, is therefore
quite naturally discussed under the roof of people who would
constitute the multitude of the merchant and artisan class
of the third city, supplying young warriors like the sons of
Ariston with their armor and occasionally sending a philosophically disposed son like Polemarchus (cf. Phaedrus 257
b 4) up into the ruling class.

2.
But Socrates never allows us to forget that this third
citv is a dialogical phantom and that the justice. in it is,
for .. all 1 ts apparent practical! ty, a mere •1do1 • (£lSSw~O'v ''4JJ c 4), since the true virtue does not lie in deeds concerned
with the outside but in the inner disposition of the classes
( y£v? d J) of the soul and their ordering. We will see that
in th~ case of the true ruler, that is, of one so •constituted•
as to be able first of all to rule himself, the distinction
between •his own affairs• and •others' business• vanishes.
For him that which is most common is also most his own •and
with his orivate affairs he will preserve the common business•
\<o.."\. _A~m =Twv l~wv ,..~ ¥--OLVO:: O""~cre:...~)
497 d 5). In him,
•doing his own business• will be turned into •kn.owing himself",
which means •1ooking ••• at myself, whether I happen to be some
beast more complicated than Typhon leerberus' father, Theogony
Jll] or a gentler and simpler animal• (Phaedrus 230 a) . True
justice is concerned with that 1~ m~n wh~ch is :'t~ly ~bout_
himself and his own business• ( w..s °'-A'<J8w5 n£pL- ca..u1ov ~o..L
•\O:. eo-\J"TOG', 443 d 1). This is the reason why, as we s~c;Ul see
below, the soul is the one single subject of the dialectical
method in the Republic.

3. This •inversion• of justice in the case of the true
ruler, that is, in the philosopher king, leads to a curious
suspension of the main argument in the central three books.
If for the guardian rulers justice can only with difficulty
be proved to be profitable because of the hard life they lead
(419 a, 465 e 4), for the philosopher kings it is altogether
1mooss1ble. For those who already consider themselves to be
living in the Isles of the Blessed (519 c 5) the descent into
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the city to take office cannot be made to seem like happiness {519 d 8) nor can it possibly improve the .tone of their
souls. They must be made to enter politics "forcibly• ( i rr'
6..~~yl'<a'L oY) 520 e 1); in fact .their reluctance is a guarantee of their suitability (e 4). Glaucon sees immediately
that the main point of the outer rings of the argument has
been lost and wants to know if the philosopher rulers are
not being treated unjustly (519 d 8). Socrates' a~wer is
an evasion; it is not their happiness but that of the whole
city which is to be considered. When all is said and done
the true rulers of the Republic enter politics only out of
pity, gratitude and simple decency (516 c, 520 a-e). ·

III.

Ergon

A•

1. Socrates ls about to go on with the in~estigat1on of
the unjust ei ties when he 1& again restrained,· as once before on his way up to Athens (327), by a conspiracy of Polemarchus and Adeimantus {449). After some whispering a vote
is taken and the decree which has been passed ls announced
by Thrasymachus (450 a 3): Socrates must expand and defend
a principle mentioned before with conspicuous briefness which
ls to give the city unanimity or better, perfect publicity:
•Friends own what ls common• ( Koc..v~ -rci: 1wv cp~ ~ w v,
449 c 5), a new political reading of a current phrase (cf.
L1s1as 207 c, Phaedrus 739 c), which may mean, significantly,
two things: 8wha.t a friend owns is at the service of his
friends", or "what friends own insofar as they are friends
is communal by nature•. They particularly want to know ·
about the equality of education for men and women (451 b)
and the community of wives and children (457 b). Socrates
reluctantly complies and . faces the first two of the three
waves threatening to overwhelm him (47J b 6). He has gone on
to describe such a c1ty 1 s relation to other Greek cities when
Glaucon erupts:
•But it seems to me, Socrates, that if one were to allow
you to talk about such matters you would never remember what
it is you pushed aside in saying all this, namely this - is
such a constitution capable of coming into being and in what
way is 1 t possible?" (471 c). And he 1ns1s ts on this question although Socrates stalls by getting him to admit that
the object of their discourse was the discovery of justice
and injustice and their respective merits, and that the •c1ty
1n speech•, having served that purpose is none the worse for
being impractical (473 a 1). But since Glaucon insists1 he
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must not not force Socrates to show that •what they went
_
through in speech (T'2 '>.o 'I l.J.!) can completely be in deed• ( .,-~·
¥!"' y Lt' ) ; he must content himself w1 th as close an approximation as is nossible (a 1). This approximation will be reRched by mrkin~ the least number of chanc'.;eS in things now done
badly in cities such that they may be founded according to
their constitution, whether there be one or two or others, but
as few as possible (b 4).
So Socr~tes, like Odysseus, meets that third wave which will
carry him to his PhReacia (OdyssEZ.X V,Jl3,JJ6,425). The one
thing that must be changed, he announces solemnly (b 8) is this:
•Unless either nhilosophers rule in the cities or those who are
now called kings a.nd dynasts philosophize genuinely and sufficiently and these two coincide, namely political power and
philosophy, and the many natures of those who now pursue either
way separately have been excluded by necessity there is no end
of evils, my dear Glaucon, in cities or, in my opinion, in the
human race• (c 11). He adds that he cannot see how any other
city can be happy in public or in private.
Together with Glaucon he now prepares the ground.for a new
city. It ls necessary to show why this •one change may be
said to produce a new city - is it not merely the guardian
constitution put into effect? Both Socrates and Glaucon, at
least seem to regard these two as different; he calls the
latte~ •the first selection• (536 c 8) and Glaucon refers to
the former as the •better• city (54) d 1). And then, as
Socrates himself says, an actual city is never the same as
its pattern, its par&de!gma, (472 d 9, 473 a). The guardian
city and the philosopher city differ, then, as does a reali~
ration from its pattern. The discourse on the possible city
will be, among other things, e subtle consideration of the
relation of pattern to product, of •theory• to •practice•.
The addition of that which makes the pattern possible will
prove to be thet which makes it superfluous.
. 2.
The philosopher kings can certainly not be regarded as
part of the constitution of that just city which must have
been known generally as •socrates' city". Aristotle, in his
critique of the Republic, mentions as its salient features
the warrior class and the community of women, children and
goods but omits all mention of the nhilosopher kings (Politics
i291 a 20, 1261 a 4). Aristophanes in The Ferne.le Parliament.
(427), where the community of goods and women becomes the law
of,Athens, falls to seize the comic opportunity inherent in
the subject of female philosophers. It is likely that this
play was written before the Renublic and we may infer that
people - Socrates in particular - were talking about such a
c1 ty. In the dic.tlof' Ue there are enough passages parellel to
the playl5) to constitute an acknowledgement to posterity that
the women's city is a parody of Socrates' notorious city. In
fact, the nod ls nearly explicit, for in facing his first
wave Socrates remarks that after the men's part has been play1
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ed out it is only right to recite •the women's drama ( To
yu~~~K£~ov ~~~~)451 c 2), and in going to meet his third
wave he says, as if speaking from experience , that •it
might overwhelm him with laughter and disrepute• (473 b 8 ).
3. Last and most weighty is the account Socrates hi ms elf gives of his city in the Timaeus when he recapltulates
the constitution which he had presented to his friends in a
discourse on the previous day. There is no reason whatever
to conclude that the Republic is that discourse . In fac t,
while the Republic ls spoken on the day after the Bend1d1a,
the Timaeus, quite appropriately, takes place on the Lesser
Panathenaea, a festival which occurred two months later
also in the Peiraeus (26 e), and during which a gown wa~
sent up to Athena •on which the Athenians, her nurslings,
could be seen winning the war against the people of Atlantis• (Schol1ast on Republic 327 a). Al.so the dramatic
year of t~e Timaeus seems to be earlier than that of the
Republicl ) The city Socrates recapitulates is not the
city of the central books of the ReTubl1c, for, although
his account is said to be complete19 a 7), the' philosopher
kings are omitted; it is rather the •third city• with e.11
its notorious features. We may infer that Socrates proposed
this city on various occasions and that it was known as h is.
This guardian city therefore differs from the philosopher
city and differs as the impossible differs from the possible.
Soc r a te s h 1m~ el f expla ins to Adeimantus, when he asks whethe r
this guardian city t hey have founded is the city suited to
ph ilosophy, that 1 t is that city in many ways but that th ere ''v.10..,1d
a..\w~"t5i \le
n eeded s omeone understanding the reasoning (logos )
behind t he constitution - that same on e who guided you when
as a law-giver you laid down the laws• (497 c 7). The
difference between the cities is therefore not consti tutional, for the older guardians will still rule and rule
so as to achieve the most harmonious community possible.
The dif f erenc e i s rather in the rulers themselves, in what
they Will look to, in their education. We will see whether
this may not outwei {:h any more externally obvious difference.

B.
1. But the claim is not that the fourth city is a
possible city but that it is actual, that it comes into
being while Glaucon and Socrates converse, that it is a
city •1n deed•, ergo1. According to what has been said,
this could happen only if one paradoxical oondition were
fulfilled: if there were some one adult who actually lives
in the just city, who, as a living citizen of the city, can
?ring up another within it. 'rh1s must be the case not only

must not not force Socrates to show that •what they went
~
through 1n spee ch (Tc? Xo y ~) can compl e tely be in deed• ( ,...~
~l"'°Y~ ) ; he mus t content himself wl th as close an approximation as 1s pos s ible (a 1). This approxima tion will be reached by me.king the l east number of cha.!l6e s in things now done
ba dly in c itie s such tha t they ma y be founded according to
t he ir con stitution, wheth er there be one or two or others, but
as f ew as possible (b 4).
So Soc r ate s, l i ke Odysseu s , mee t s t h at third wave which will
carry him to h i s Phaeacia (Odyssey V, Jl J,3 36 , 425 ) . The ~
thing that must be changed , he announces solemnly (b 8 ) ls this:
•ttn1es s e i t h e r phil osophers rule in the cities or those wh o a.re
now called ki ngs and dynasts philosophi z e genuinel y and suffi ciently -and these two coincide, namel y political powe r and
ph ilosophy, and the many natures of those who now pursu e either
way separately have been excluded by neo~ss i t y there is no end
of evils, my d ear Glau con, in citi e s or , 1n my opinion, in the
human rac e • (c 11). He adds that he cannot see how any other
city can be h a pp y in public or 1n private.
Tog e ther with Glaucon he now prepares the ground for a new
city. It is n ecessary to show why this •one change• may be
said to produce a new city - ls it not merely the guardian
c onstitution put into effect? Both Socrates and Glaucon, at
lea st, s eem to regard these two as di f ferent; he calls the
l at ter •the fi r st selection• (536 c 8) and Glaucon refers to
the former as the •better• oity (543 d 1). And then, as
Soc r ates him self says, an a ctual city is never the same as
lts patte rn, its parade1gma, (472 d 9, 473 a). The guardian
city and the philosophe r city di ff er, th en, a s does a real1~
lation from its pattern. The discourse on the possible city
will be, among other things, a subtle consideration of the
relation of pattern to product, of •the ory• to llpractice•.
The . addition of that which makes the pa ttern possib l e will
prove to be that which makes it superf luous.
, 2. The philosopher kings can certa inly not be regarded as
part of the constitution of that just city which must have
been known g ene rally as •socra tes' c ity•. Aristotle, in his
critique of the Republic, mentions a s it s s a lient features
the warrior class and the community of women, children and
goods but omits all mention of the philosopher kings {Politics
1291 a 20, 1261a4 ). Aristophanes in The Female Parliament
(427), where the community of goods and women becomes the law
of,Athens, fails to seize the comic opportunity inherent in
the subject of female philosophers. It is likely that thi s
play was written before the Renublic and we may infer that
people - Socrates in particular - were talking about such a
city. In the dialogue there are enough pass ages parallel to
the playl5) to constitute an acknowledgement to posterity that
the women•s city is a parody of Socrates' notorious city. In
fact, the nod is nearly explicit, for in f a cing his first
wave Socrates remarks that after the men's part has been play-
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ed out it is only right to recite •the women's drama (To
yu"c:U-KE.'L-ov '..P~a..) 451 c 2), and in going to meet his third
wave·he says, as 1f speaking from experience, that •1t
might overwhelm him with laughter and disrepute• (473 b 8).

J. Last and most weighty is the account Socrates himself gives of his city in the Timaeus when he recap~tulates
the constitution which he had presented to his friends 1n a
discourse on the previous day. There is no reason whatever
to conclude that the Republic 18 that discourse. In fact,
while the Republic i8 spoken on the day after the Bend1d1a,
the Timaeus, quite appropriately, takes place on the Lesser
Panathenaea, a festival which occurred two months later,
also in the Peiraeus (26 e), and during Which a gown was
sent up to Athena •on which the Athenians, her nurslings,
could be seen winning the war against the people of Atlantis• (&choliast on Republic 32? a). Al.so the dramatic
year of the Timaeus seems to be earlier than that of the
Republicl6) The city Socrates recapitulates is not the
city of the central books of the ReTublic, for, although
his account 1s said to be completel9 a ?), the· philosopher
kings are omitted; it ls rather the •third city• with all
its notorious featilres. We may infer that Socrates proposed
this city on various occasions and that it was known as his.
This guardian city therefore differs from the philosopher
city and differs as the impossible differs from the possible.
Socrates him~elf explains to Adelmantus, when he asks whether
this guardian city they have founded is the city suited to
philosophy, that 1 t is that cl ty ·1n many ways but that there ~'wov\d
a.\ -~be . needed someone understanding the reasoning (logos)
behind the constl.t utlon - that same one who guided you when
as a law-g1 ver you laid down the laws• (497 c 7). The
difference between the cities is therefore not constitutional, for the older guardians will still rule and rule
so as to achieve the most harmonious community possible • .
The difference ls rather 1n the nilers themselves, in what
they will look to, ln their education. We will see whether
this may not outwel~h any more externally obvious difference.

1. But the claim ls not that the fourth city is a
possible city but that it 1s actual, that it comes into
belng while Glaucon and Socrates converse, that it is a
city •in deed•, ergo!. According to what has been said,
this could happen only 1f one paradoxical condition were
fulfilled: lf there were some one adult who actually lives
1n the just city, who, as a living citizen of the city, can
~ring up another within 1t.
This must be the case not only

I

source. There is, as we will see, no eidos, no idea of a city,
while the communl t ,1.· which underlieE dialor:;ic communicc~tion is
orecisel:v eidP.tic, and, unlike the r:,uC:;,rdia.n 's communi t:y of
bodily ~: ~ads (416 d), indestructible, for th~ eidos which un~er
lies sp~ech is not a delicate adjustment of one out of many
but c.n 1nd1 vis1 ble one ~Y 1 ts elf• ana. opposed to all me..nyness
(e.g., 479). This is the •common thint. w which belongs to
friends. The foundation of the fourth city consists in beginning the dialogue with which an education begin~. We will
see exo.ctly how Socrates goes about this founding v.ct.

c.
But first lt is necessary to see where and under what
clrcumste.nces his foundation takes place.
The conversation of the RenubliQ is held in the Peiraeus,
the harbor of Athens, on the day of the Bendidea. In the
mythical dimension this place is revealed as Hades~ in fact
it is a turbulent center of Athenian democracy. Th e cult of
Bendis, a new Thracian import, is itself a sym~tom of dissolutlon •a new workshop of turbulent revelr y as a comic
wr1terl8~ seems to have described it. Its celebration 1s to
culminate that night in a torch-race and an •a11-nighter•
(rro..vvuxrJ> J28 a 8), an orgiastic affair which the young men
are clearly waiting to join.
Socrates and Glaucon, both citizens of this democracy, will
hold the conversation which occupies the central books of the
Republic within this setting. It is, in a strange way, the
right setting, as the dialogue itself intimates. To show this
let us look at the degenerating cities and citizen souls of
Books VIII and IX.
There are four of them, in downward order: timocracy,
oligarchy, democracy, and tyranny (544 c). But exactly as
in the case of the just city the monarchy and aristocracy
are regarded as b e ing two names but one constitution (445
d 4), a c.s.se may be made for taking democracy and 1 ts 1nev1 table cansequence, tyranny, together. For not only do they
in fact alternate with each .other in Athens at this time,
but within Socrates' scheme they have this important trait
in common, that they sre both less than cities, almost nonconstitutions, to which no definite kind of soul corresponds
(557 c 1). This bracketing gives us the following scheme:
). monarchy - a.ristocracy A-I
2. warrior city
1. craftsmen city
l
1

o.

timocracy
oligarchy
democracy - tyranny,

1
~

which conveys a kind of inverse correspondence between the
best and the worst. This correspondence of opposites is
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evident in a number of ways: the just rulers, especially
when the elders of the third city become the philosophers
of the fourth, make no difference between t~ilr own and the
public business (497 a 5), and in a perverted way, neither
does the tyran~ whose rule is a private nightmare publicly
staged (573, 576 b 5) - for in ·private the tyrant is himself, like his city, most absolutely tyrannized. As does
the just oonst1tut1on, the democracy cCG'ltains three classes
which again correspond inversely: the have-nothings in the
latter form the lowest and largest class and the most eager
for revolution, while 1n the former they are the highest
and least class (428 e 7), most careful to preserve the city.
And again: the ruling class in the democracy cannot fight
because of its luxuriousness (556 c 8) while those who have
that strength and should be the watchdogs become wolves to
the human fold (415 a, 566 a 4). These cities then are
related .by Socrates as extreme opposites (576 d), and he
even . describes them by the same term: the Just city is
called 8 the city of beauty• (~o.~kt-mi~~.J > 52? c 2) and,
the democracy too is called, bitterly, the 9most beautiful•
of constitutions (K~~aT?> 557 c 4) for the colorful
variety of constitutions to be found within it. All the
other characteristics contribute toward putting the citizen
of a de111oel'acy 1-nto a perverse li>11t -peeu'.11ar re1at1~<~~~uythe
just city, but it 1s this last which makes democraoy~£ne
best base for Socrates' enterprise. For as he tells Ade1mantus, it plays host to so many constitutions that •he who
happens to want to formd a city, ~ ~ ~ nQ!! doing, must
go to a democratic city•, and having picked a constitution
he likes he may proceed to settle his city (557 d). This
is precisely what Socrates does, who, as he himself points
out never considered leaving a perverse Athenian democracy
for' a dully decent t1mocracy like that of Sparta or Crete
(Cr1to 52 e 5). The dialogic community is one of the many
Athenian constitutions.

D.
1. One point remains to be made which will bring out
the full force of Socrates' founding act. As we have shown,
two things are required to bring the best city into being~
that the breeding of the citizens should be founded in nature and that the vicious circle by which the established
order makes citizens in its own image _should somehow be
broken. These same conditions are fulfilled in another
dialogue in a totally different way.
Al.though the guardian city and its institutions are
said at various times to be according to nature (e.g.,
428 e 9 1 456 c 1), it is the nature of the soul which is
meant, a most un-natural nature, as wes\l~11 see. The

conseauence of this is that the city no sooner ceases to be
regarded as a mere pattern but begins to have corporeal life
than it enters its road of dissolution. For i~ change or
•motion• ( Kt'v,a"Lf) is "discord,. (o-mo-~5, 546 d) "A> co~sti tut ion in agreement with itself cannot be changed• (o..~ u"o...To"
Ktv9G9vc1.1.. d 1) · for 1 t the question ..how ••• then does our city
come to h~ve ch~nged~"(d 5) is answered by the inaccessible
mystery of the mathematics of birth-governing celestial cycles
(546). Now in the Timaeus Socrates expresse~precisely this
wish - to see his city put into motion (K\.\/o~£Va..> 19 b 8),
like a person who sees some fine animals painted or resting
and feels a desire to stir them. His hosts therefore must find
a way to •move• his city without dissolving it. Timaeus',
Critias' and Hermocrates' entertainment of Socrates on the
Panathenaea (17 a 1, 26 e 2), unlike the bitter feast Thrasymachus serves him on the Bend1dea {354 e 10, 357 a 2 )_, is truly
amusing for him. They present to him the frame of his picture,
as it were, by providing that mathematically moving macrocosm
into which the harmony of his animated city will fit consonantly - in the Republic the largest context, and that one of
strife had been Bellas (496 b 5); now it lstti(numbered
' Where in the latter the city was a soul writ large,
heavens.
in the Timaeus the city is as a cosmos writ small {27 a, 41
d 4, 69 b 1, cf. Republic 506 a 9). Obviously in this setting
the main political virtue would not be what might be called
the •substantial• virtue of justice but rather the •relational•
virtue of temperance. so strangely dim in the Republic, for as
Socrates says-there (430 e 6), •temperance is a sort of cosmos•~
an interior cosmos.
2. The city itself they animate by translating it into
history. Its citizens are indeed earth-born, sown by the
twin gods Hephaestus and Athena, she the goddess of wlsdoa
and war and he the patron of the craftsmen of the city. To
this •natural• genesis corresponds a natural end; the city
sinks out of sight in a cataclysmic earth-quake (25 c 7).
Socrates had presented them with a myth (26 b 4, c 8) and a
living myth, a tale of antiquity, is the gift they return.
The city of the Republic, on the other hand, is only as
old as •yesterda7•. It too has a source beyond itself, but
this source is not within nature, visible or intelligible,
but beyond it (540 a
The true ruler must be in touch
with this source - this, the fulfilled love of wisdom, is
what is meant
this dialogue by philosophy; Glaucon's
question about"genes1s of the best city turns into a question
of the genesis of a philosopher (504 b). Socrates answers
this question with a demonstration.

ST.

ln
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IV.

Music

A.
la. We shall now show that, like Heracles Socrates
uses music to •civilize• his young guardian. 'it is not
the traditional music of the poets which he uses but his
own r~storat1on of true music, for he takes seriously
Damon s thesis that a change in the character of a city's
music produces a change in the fundamental laws (424 c 5)
Socratic mus1o ls, as weS\i\bl.l see, philosophical music, •
the music of truth. Its special force will 11e in this
that its logo! are at the same time erga, this heing pr~
c1sely what the poets cannot achieve, so that they leave
no true 8wor~s • behind at all ( 599 b 3}.
By 9muslc the Greeks mean whatever activity is under
the care of the "uses - that tradition consisting of arts
and skills which we call •arts and letters• and among
these espee1a111 poetry and melodic music. 'To be •amusica1•
is to be an uneducated boor. Accordingly the upbringing
of the· guardians of the third city, described in Book III,
1s to be •that discovered oyer a long period of time•,
namely gymnastic to strengthen the bod.y and music for the
I0\11 (~?6 e 1), to make it gentle and "well-arranged•
CeUo-x7)J-- 0 '-'°'-> 401 d 8). But this available music will
have to be purged. Now music 1s understood to be altogether •11!.age-making and imitative•, mimetic (E..t\'\o...o-...,..L.K~v--)LL)'A--£."T'- t<."'}" >
Laws 668 a 6), so that the purging consists
of condemning the poet's false and deteriorating represen~ 
tat1ons especially of gods and heroes and of expung1~ _
the ~ass~es whxre he •1mages badly in his logos• CE.LKQ.)!)
ka..~wf T'f? A.o Y 't;' >
J?7 e 1). Children will then be told
myths which will be, on the whole, lies, though harmless
ones, and which 111 contain some truths ( J?? a 4). · Soc~
rates g!-v-es a practical demonstration of this purgation
1n reviewing passages containing myths - as Aristotle cl'l d
later he regards poets primarily as myth-makers ()A.v901T0Lo~>
J?7 b 11, cf. Poetics IX,9) - harmful to the tone of the
soul. When: he has criticized the myths, particularly the
Homeric ones, •about gods ••• and demigods as well as heroes
and about those ln Hades• (J92 a 5), among them the slanders concerning Theseus' presence in Hades (391 c 8) he
declines for the moment to go on to correct the myth~ concerning men. For these are worst told by the poets nor can
we correct them until we know how justice works (392 b).
We may, accordingly expect such a correction of the myths
of man later on. Socrates concludes by requiring not only
the poets but all imitative artists to make in their works
•the image of the Good. (Ti}v TOO J .. y 0.. e 0 J e-L \..-,.() v o..
401 b 1).
>

lb. Not only the stories of the poets, their togoi (J9?
c 6), are purged but their mode of speech, lexis ibid.)> · . .
which corresponds in them to the modes of melodic music, oJso
comes under Socrates' review. His remarks make the dialogue
itself the vehicle of a most fundamental reflection on the
dialogic mode, for the form of the Reuublic is a subtle but
precise example of the approved mode. Socrates distinguishes
two basic poetic modes. The first of these is straight narration in which the poet himself 1s speaking directly while
his characters speak in indirect discourse. In the second mode
the narrator drops out entirely and the characters speak in
their own persons, as in all drama (392 d 5). Epic represents
a mixture of these two basic styles (394 c 4). The first
mode is honest, but the second mode ls censured because in
1 t the poet> by hiding himsel~ hides the fictional nature of
his work and slides out of all responsibility for its truth,
while the ~:tctor or rec.der is caught in an unwitting imitation.
For he becomes, as it were, the character - all too often
reprehensible - whose direct speech he declaims, while the
guardians should be allowed to imitate only good men (394
d 1)

0

The Republic itself has th.at form wh1ch is exactly designed to provide at once the most complete poetic responolbili ty, the greatest mimetic force, and the most beneficial
imitation. For the narrator, Socrates himself, is ever present and responsible and he keeps himself before us with the
ever recurring phrases "he said' and •1 said• (J9J c 11, contrast Theaetetus 143 c). What is more, he is not an anonymous mouthpiece, whose work one reads, as one does the Homeric
epics, without ever learning who the poet was. (We see here,
incidentally, one reason why Hesiod, who not only identifies
himself but even warns the reader that his source, the Muses,
will sometimes lie, Theogony 22,27, is, if less loved, yet
more acceptable, 5~6 e 1, 607 c 8). The teller 1s Socrates,
backing his own words with the acts of his own life. A.t the
same time these words and arguments are direct and dramatic,
in the sense that one may rehearse them in one's own soul and
try them out for trut.h, thereby letting the logos turn into
an ergon. And finally, the Republic as a whole is an imitation of the activity of the 9 best of men• (Phaedo 118 a 17};~\ \~
Plato's 1m1t&t1on nf Socrat~s.

le. Nevertheless in Book VII, when Socrates revises the
guardian education for the philosopher c1 ty, music is expli ~
Ci tl v., and empha.t 1cally excluded from
the formal
plan of educ~,
> C·/
tion as "no learning matter• (~cr..97fAo.._ ou 6~"",
522 a 3, 537,
cf. 504 d 1). For such music is a habituation of the soul,
but it does not lead to knowledge; it is a training but no-t
an educationt a conditioning but not a journey to the source,
for •the dialectic pursuit alone travels in this way• { .Jl
~ l..~).SK TtA-. Q' /u~ Qo~o) ./.v._~v7 '°'·<)TVJ nof=>E-U £ 'TU..\...)
5JJ b 7).
Consequently the musical training is completed very early and
culminates in gymnastics (376 e 6, 546 d 7, 591 c 5).
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2a. We know from the dialogues, however that there is
a music yet different from both the trad1t1~nal and the
~urged music, the phi:osophloa1 ·music mentioned above
videntl y it was Pyth~goras who first approprtated the oldest of the Muses, Calliope, for philosophy.19} Socrates
gives er, t ogether with the next sister Urania this same
office i n the Phaedrus.where the latter ~atches ~ver those
who make stories about the heavens and the gods while the
former ::;[.es for those who compose •human stori~s• (A~your
~"9.PW '-'1ou5 · ). And in the Phaedo Socrates tells of a
ream that has come to him often and in various shapes but
always With the same message: wo Socrates make mus1c' and
let that be your work" (p.ovcn.. k.YJv 7Tol.£L 'Kn.°L £_,,oy~~ou
60 e 5)~ Which he has always taken to mean that he sr?ould
pursue philosophy, that being •the greatest music (_µ.€~ 1
'(LCT ?5 ,µ.ou o'L ~?s > 61 a 4, Cf. Republic 499 d 4, 548 b a).
0

2b. What then is this philosophical music this •in~
quirer's imitation• (to--..,-o_...PLK'Jv ~Y..,..?cr'-Y.> S~phist 267
e 2)? In the passage of the Phaedo quoted above Socrates
s~ys ~f himself tha} he himself is not a myth-teller (~0Tci
ouK ·1 /'l-UGo)\oyL.Ko5,
61 b .5L This is literally true
·
for he ls not one who makes imitations of what never wa~
nor Will be, but one who makes images of what ls
WeliiUst
immediately mention an almost paradox1ca1---eiCeption to this _
the logos of the cities built 00 in speech• is as it
Socrates' own myth: he speaks of mthe constitution w~~~~pwe
tg_ld ~ a ~ in speech• (
7ToA~TE:°La... ry~ µu$o>..o yc'U_;u.€.v
>..oy'f!, 501 e 4). But otherwise Socrates avoids telling
11yths of his own making; the •noble lie• of the ;;::uardlans
1s a myth attributed to the Phoenicians {414 c); ···that
ant1~Homer1c Nekvi~ or Descent to Hades, Socrates' substit(ute for Odysseus false and tedious tale to Alcinous
cf. scholion on 614 b 1) which closes the dialogue is
attributed to Er and only •saved by Socrates (621
·8)
and in other ~ialogues too Socrates avoids responsibility
for myths (e.g., Gorgias 49J, Phaedru.s 244 Meno 81)
·
Imagesp on the other hand, are his very · owli mode; as Adeimantus lmowlngly remarks at one point ~'It isn't the usual
thing, I suppose, for you to speak through images~ (487 e 6)

5

vl

b
0

0

2c. An account of how . such images as Socrates makes are
formed ls given in the Philebus {J8 e)
When someone goes
about reflecting (~Lcx"ooG.;U-t..VoJ ) much by himself p man · true
opinions and accounts become written into his soul as ~Yan
inner scribe. This scribe is_ succeeded by a painter who
draws images illustrating these inner accounts and if the
accounts are true, then so are these images. ~
,
0

2do
Socratic im~ges therefore differ from myths in bein
the direct consequence of an inner argument and not the
g
persuasive counterpart of a public convers1;n
In their
presentation myths a.re thus preceded by an argument, as

nearly the whole Republic precedes the Myth of Er, and as dialogic passages precede the myths, for instance, of the Phaedo,
the Phaedrus, the Symposium, the Gorg1as; images, on the other
hand, are either actually followed by an explication which
draws out the argument which went into their making, or they
themselves give plain hints how the participant in the dialogue should reflect on them. This · reflection is of a very
peculiar kind and :ln inducing it lies the special strength of
the Socratic image: each such effort is accompanied by a reflection on itself, for to study a Socratic image means to
study not only its content but the nature of ~ and imaging
itself. The st~dy of Socratic imagery is then exactly what
Socrates himself says music ought to be: the study of true
being and its images, and, as he repeats twice, this is the
same art and effort (402 b 7, c 7). In Aristotle's opinion the
making of such images, which are, as we shall see, based on
analogy, the chief sort of metaphor (Poetics 1457 b 11), demands by far the greatest poetic gift, for it demei.nds •the,
ability to see what is like" (1459 a 17). We shall see that
this is also the philosophical gift. In Socrates' images the
•ancient difference between philosophy and poetry• (607 b 5)
is composed.
2e-f. Socrates himself fulfills the demand he makes of
all poets, to ~ake an image of the Good• (401 b 1). ,His
image of the Good is the sun •image• or 'likeness• (£~K6va..,
509 a 9, ~'.Ai...ov ~oL.b--r~To.. > 509 c 6), which dominates the center of the dialogue. It is followed by that example of a
"corrected 11 Myth of Man which Socrates had before omitted
(392 a 8). The myth which he chooses to correct, tacitly
but devastatingly, is indeed themost crucial of a11 stories
concerning humans. It is the one told by Aeschylus in the
tragedy of Prometheus Bound, which tells how the treasonous
immortal Prometheus gave men fire (2~), how he opened their
eyes (447) and made them see, and how he made them come out
of the caves they had been, antlike, inhabiting (452) into
the light of day to see the heavens and to become wise (476).
As Socrates re-tells this myth in his •1mage of the cave•
(Republic, 514), it turns out that the fire Prometheus .brought
was a counterfeit light (bl); those few who know how to use
it only abuse it, allowing it to project deceptions (b 8);
men's eyes are as blind as ·ever (.515 c 9); they yet live deep
in a cave and their wisdom is worthless (516 c ?). We might
add here as a note for the future that in the Ph1lebus
Socrates intimates that the true Prometh~us is Pythagoras
(16 c), and that in the Protagoras the sophist himself, while
crediting Prometheus with having brought the other arts to
men, claims that he omitted the political art, which Hermes
)
brought later directly from Zeus to all men alike (320 c 8).20

J. Socrates' music in the · Republic, as contrasted wLfn the
battering ram of his rhetoric in the Gorgias, ls intended to
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work a gentle and orderly conversion of the soul to the
love of wisdom; 1t is what Socrates once refers to as the
•art of conversion• (1fxv'?···'?J m:_pc...C\.ywyl]5, 518 d J).
According to the formal plan .of the philosophers' education, at twenty those chosen to study begin a formal sequence of . mathematics culminating in a •synopsis• (c 2) •
.At thirty, after another selection, the young philosophers
enter upon the long road of dialectic, which again culminates in a vision, that of the Good itself (_540 a 8) •
.l.s Socrates had before introduced Glaucon to the Good as
the •greatest study• poetically, by an image_, so he now
sets out the plan of study which Will prepare Glaucon to
reach it in a •hymn•: "Don't we know," he says, speaking
of the mathematical studies they have just surveyed, •that
all these things are only the preludes ("o/o or.,..u.~o... ) of
the .Dl:!m ( vof"-ou ) which we must study?• ( 531 d 7 ·. , cf.
Ti.aeus 29 d 5; Laws 7 22 c 6). And a little later, playing on the double mean.illg of nomos, law or song, he speaks
of the 81.aw which the activity of dialectic fulfills• or
the •song which it performs• ( ~ vo_µ.05 6''....t r~ ~t.o..)\.f.yc:a-e~(..
TTe.pa:t:..~t..t...J . 532 a 1). - Socrates will not turn this song
1ntoo.i,llllla\"\SJsl.wtce -9no longer, dear Glaucon, will you be able
to follow· me ••• for you would no longer be seeing an image
of what we are discussing but the truth itself, as it
appears to me 8 (533 a 1). Socrates ' music, ae the art of
conversion, is nothing but the poetic synopsis of the end
and the ..,.oa..d. of the philosophical education itself, designed to turn Glaucon into the right course. That was
the significance of the omission of music from this plan its very presentation itself was to be the overture to
learning. We w111 see that when the end of study 1s t.he
9highest study• the images and songs in which it is previewed demand the highest art.

4. Books V-VII, which contains the central images, are
again, like the •outer• books, roughly symmetrical about
the center. On the completion of the just city culminating in the discussion of the community of women and children (V,449-471: VIII,543 a) follows Glaucon's question
concerning the possibility of this city with Socrates '
answe~ about the philosopher kings; this question and 1ts
answer frame the center of the dialogue (V,471 c - 473;
VII,.540 d). The next inner theme is the definition and here ~e1mantus interposes - the defense, temperament and
proper f!lge of the philosopher (V,474 b -·VI,502: VII,
535-540). ~t the very innermost core is Socrates ' initiation of Glaucon into the philosophical education, effected by two great images, the \\sun image'' and the '·cave image'~
Tbese are interwoven with explications and with each
other as shown in the table:

507 a sun image
509 d ( ,explication of the sun image

514
517
522

a

533

a

b
a

by the •n1vided Line•
cave image
rcorrelation of the two images
explication of cave image in the •plan of studies•
lcorrelation of the explications

l

We ha ve before us a composition of intricate but clear texture.

B.,

1.

Gleucon's introduction to philosophy will itself have

a prelude - he will discover for himself the meaning of

•opinion•, doxa.
Opinion with its various meanings and its absence or pre .~ence deter~ines the key of the different parts of the dialogue.
The outer ring of logoi is explicitly spoken in a. signature
appropriate to the absence of the •good opinion• of mankind and
its homonymous consequence .. reputation., (~~5<1.. ). Adeimantus
has stipulated at the beginning (Book II) that the argument
abou~ justice must "remove reputations'' {"10-5 8~ 1;6'!}0-5
)
21
o....<p°'-'-P£'--; 367 b 5) and ha.s provided the magic Ring of Uyges,
which will allow the wearer to do anything, that is, to be a
complete panourtws. wl thout being seen or blamed. At the end
of the argument (Book X) the ring and also the concealing
Helmet of Hades which the argument had been wearing can be
removed (612 b 5), for even on the supposition that the opinion
of men has no weight, justice has been proved profitable.- At
the center of the dialogue, however, where an ergon is set
into the logos, the opinion of mankind cannot be supposed
away, for the many will have to be won to the acceptance of
philosophy if anything is to be done.
But 1t is really the inner source of this public opinion,
the faculty of the soul Glaucon will soon learn to call doxa,
which is of overwhelming importance at the center, both for
the older and the ymmger lover of wisdom. For about the
~greatest study" Socrates himself has, as he repeatedly says,
only opinion (506 c 4, e .2,· 509 c J, 517 b 7, 533 a 4), although
opinion so well founded that Glaucon · will not be able to follow
him without a long course of study. So also the •1nterest• on
the capital good, its child - Socrates plays on the double
/
meaning of T0Ko5 : child and interest, as in our phrase •bearing interest
which he 61 ves to Glaucon will provide him only
with opinion, but as the interest is not paid in counterfeit
coin and the child is no bastard (507 b 5) so, we may infer,
will Glaucon conceive not false but "true opinion'', and this
is the beginning required for learning. But throughou~ the
one thing which everyone wants in truth and not merely in reputation (rjj 'b£. csc;;G-v 505 b 8) Will have to be approached by
opinion.
1
'

-
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2. As so often in the ~epublic, the conversation ma.kes
its own medium the object of reflection, in the case of
doxa at its very inception.
The "third wave,. has just closed in on Socrates (Book V,
47J c 6). He and Glaucon must now define the philosopher
(474 b 5). Just as there are some who desire love, he
says, and some who desire honor, there are some who desire
wisdom, and all of it. Glaucon asks whether the lovers
of wisdom then include lovers of sights and sounds. Socrates answers with a distinction to which he would have
difficulty in getting anyone but Glaucon to ageee (475 e
6): The just and the unjust, the good and the bad,, are each
one by itself but ftin communion with deeds and bodies and
one another they are imagined in every way and Hppear each
to be many• (476 a 4). Now lovers of sights love - and
apprehend - beauty in its manyness and are asleep with
respect to true beauty itse1f, being unable to distinguish
this one from the many, but the philosopher loves true
beaut~ The thinking (~ <adi."'o Ln... ) of the latter is
knowing and is to be called knowledge, gn~4e, while the
former only opines and has opinion, d6xa
76 d 5).
Furthermore knowledge must be of something which is and
is •that which ls completely .. (T~ rro..'-'•E-Xw) ~/v ) ,wnich
is COm_Rletely "to be known•, gnost6n, While "'what is not,.
(fJ-i' ~{v ) is entirely "unknowable", Sgnosto!! (477 a 1).
Now if there is something "between• (,...<.t.£ ra.~u ) complete
being and complete non-being,~then, as knowledge belonged
to being and ignorance (agnosia)to non-being, so to this
.ithing between" (To./-'-£TO...~u
) must correspond something which 1s itself •between ignorance
o..V'td..
knowledge• (epist~me, a 10). This 1s found to be
opinion, having an object and a power (~OYU:-.)...t-LJ) different
from either knowledge or ignorance (b 12). If he and
Glaucon can discover what it is that, being more shadowy
than the former but brighter than the latter, lies between them, they will have found ~that ~h1ch is to be
opined~, the doxast6n (478 e J), and so they will name
it, "assigning extremes to extremes and means to means"
(e 4). They will appeal to the lover of beauty in manyness and ask him if all these things are not also sometimes ugly, and 1f the same is not true of things just,
great, or heavy - that they will all be fmmd at some
time to be the opposite, so that they cannot be said to
be or not to be one thing or another and are tossed about
in between being and non-being. A lover of such things
should be called a "lover of opinionn and not e •1over of
wisdom• ( g'L.'Ao~o5ou5 > q>1....>-.oo-O'lpoU)
480 a 13). So
ends Book V; becoming, genesis, the "in-between thing:• has
not been expl1c1tly named.
1

J. This foregoing argument cannot help but remind
Glaucon of an earlier one (Book IV), in which it had been
- concluded that cities derive their constitutions from the

individual constitutions of their citizens. 22 ) Socrates had
then asked whether the three powers of the soul, those of des ire, of spiritedness, and of reasoning, belnng to three parts
or whet.her we do each of these with the whole soul (436 a 8).
To show that there are indeed three separate parts they posit
a strict correspondence between desires and their objects. If
a man wants at the same time to d·rink and not to drink because
he knows that he ought not to, then his soul must conta1E two
opposing parts: a ~'bidding" and a ur or bidding u part ( To
KE.A&uov, r() ~w,\Do~4J9 c 7). There are then these parts: the
rational part or logistikOn with which he oalculat~s ( ~
'Aoy'ffc__To-t- ) and the desiring part or epithymetikon ~hich is
unreasoning (0..AoyLcrrLkbv) and where desire . (ep1thym1a) sits
(4J?r d). Between these two, the forms usually recognized
(£>L~!?>
e 2), Socrates inserts a third part, the spirited
part or thymoeid~s, which Glaucon, obviously listening to the
name thinks more akin to desire, but which, as Socrates points
out, 'can be an "aux1111ary" of the /easoning part ( e 3 )J making
us feel high-minded anger or thymos (440 e). Finally, these
three parts are arraniJtd wi thin . . .us
. !_!S the,, 0 three terms of a
musical proportion" (o,.r>ou5 Tp£t..5 ¥,µ.ov. . .t...a..5 >
,,44J d ....6) and
thymes becomes •the in-between power• (1~ j.J-E. •o..5 v 'e u v~&L..,

479 d 8).

Glaucon has therefore been asked once before to distinguish
the parts of the soul by means of their relative object and
to understand one of these parts as a mean between two extremes.
If we juxtapose the results- of both exercises we get the following result~
gnos1s
loglstikon
doxa
thymoeid.es
epithymetikon
~Si~.

For the middle parts this correlation ls, in fact, tacitly
but unmistakably made in the dialogue. For instance, a chief
characteristic of the warriors, who as a class of the just
city correspond to the spirited uart of(th;~sou\, i~ the
11 preservation of law-abiding opinions•
~ o 7 '?S £.VVo~ov
cr-WTt-;,Plo...J 433 c 7) within them.
ll:lso in a timocracy, which
renresents spiritedness among the degenerating cities and is
emphasized as lying 1'between'~ aristocracy and oligarchy (527
c 6, d 1), the chief characteristic of citizens is love of
honor (548 c 6), which implies a connection of thymos with the
external doxa called reputation.

4. The logistikon, on the other hand, is not quite coextensive with-gnosis. Here we must stop to observe the name
itself. In the traditional double division of the soul into
a rational and an irrational part, the first as having •reason",
logos, that is, the power of giving accounts (Aristotle,
N~Gomachean Ethic~, 1102 a JO) was quite properl~)called
logikon, evidently already by the Pythagoreans.2J
Why then
does Socrates call it the lofjistikon, connecting it explicitly

3
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source of the whole
truth
ideas
intelligible

things

things of
sight and
opinion

clarity
: ~thought 01
. lknowledge
- as exercised
in dialectic

hypotheses

thinking as
exercised in
mathematics

natural and
made objects

trust

reflections

recognition
and making
of images

place of
being

1ntell1g1bles~

place of visibles:
becoming

2a. In presenting the sun image to Glaucon Socrates
ls requiring him to exercise his doxa.
Of the two _.doxastic" powers, the lower, whose pregnant
name is e1kas1a, thrown in at the very end with conscious
nonchalance, will prove to be the most pervasive of the
four ..affections".
Ordinarily the verb e1kaze1n means to '1 1magine" both in
the sense of making an image and likeness) and of discovering a likeness or likelihood, 1. e., to compare or conjecture,
while eikas1a is both the ability to make or see images and
likelihoods, and the image and likelihood or conjecture itself. To Glaucon the word would particularly call to mind
a witty and malicious amusement with which clever peop~g)
spiced their symposia, called ~likenesses• or e1kasiai..
It consisted of representing someone in a.n image, whereupon
the victim mi~ht retaliate by mak~ng a ')counter-image" or by refusing to play. So Meno t~lls ~aerates that he
appears to him to be "most like .. (op.ol.oT<>...TQ.5 80 a 5) a.
torpedo fish, and &lcibiades, in the one t~1e'triumph of
his life, appearing in the Symposium as the god Dionysius
himself, speaks of Socrates "through images'' and compares
him to one of the Sileni in his train, except that - since
his image is "for the sake of truth .. (215 a 6) - this
Silenus ls more sober and far more divine than the iOd
himself. And in Xenophon's Symposium (VI,B) Socrates curtly forbids the game when the eikaslai threaten to become
injurious and false. Now Socrates is in the habit of introducing great matters under the image of a game or riddle (cf. 1 479 b 11, 521 c 5), and Gla.ucon will soon see
that the game of images 11 1tself ls no mere image.
In the meantime it must startle him to hear ttconjectur1ng" elevated into a ~power~ in a direct line with thought

1 ts elf. But as the meanl!lf'; of ~aerates' central image penetrates he must notice that it itself requires a peculiar
application of his ~bllity to see imates - for he is~on the
one hand> intended to ima~ine by meRns of the 1ma£e what the
Good is ''like'•, but he is also, on the other hand, to reco~
nize that the sun's world is but a likeness, t~lt his own
visible -world ls a count'erfeit of-}?~. Socrates had 1n
fact prepRred Glaucon for the fundamental importance of this
power to recognize an image ~ an image. To fail to possess
it is to be permanently asleep to being: .,Look, isn't that
just what dreaming is - when someone either in his sleep or
while awake re ~ ards that which is like to something not as
like but as the same a.s tha.t to which it is lil<e?,. (47b c 4).
In absorbing the sun image, Glaucon then learns to use his
eikasla in both of the fundamental senses which Socrates, as
the savior of the t~1e meaning of words, has restored to it.
2b.
So also the next power, pistis or trust, comes into
play. For as in seeing the sun's world as an image, Glaucon
has been forced to lose trust in the visible world, so in
s~elng the sun,as a.n image of the Q.QQg. a.nd most like to it
(o_µoL.oTo..."Tt>J eKe-Cv't", 506 e 4) he acquires a better doxa
of this world, a trust that life and government 1n the image
of the Good are no~sible here. This trust ls the ~eikasttc•
counterpart of the nersuasion exercised in myth-telling {cf
6?1 o 1,3). In this use of the image we wee why the question
"whatever is the Good 1 ts elf?,. is ''bid goodbye for now•• ( .506
e 1), why no explicit 1'diE1lectical" acco1.lnt of the Good ls
given at all: the Good appears here only as the end or incentive to learning e.nd doiJlb, as tithat which every soul pursues and on account of which it does everything, having a
presentiment that there is s0me such thlntft (505 d 11). It
is that one same thing which all human action, be it for
show or i",enulne, intends for the actor not in seemine·, but in
heing, and the difference between attaininL it or missing it
is precisely knowledge or lack of it (e 2).
In that sense
it is the "greatest studytt, for, as we will see, in another
sense 1 t ls n0 'J'leB-rning matter" ht all. The overt treatment
of the Good in the .H.e1)ubliQ consists simply in maintaining
lJoth that there is one r-,ennlne enc1 of all human effort which
is at the same time 1 ts sour<;'e, and thc.t 1 t is necessary to
hold t11is opinion.
D

2c
Yet the absence of some explicit reflection on the
nature of the Good seems in want of further explanation.
kl Aristotelian anecdot.e about the audience's reaction to
Plcto's lecture on the Good, related by ~ristoxenus in his
Ha:r.!Tlon1c E_lemen ts {II, 30), is pertinent here: '''rhey came,
every one of _them, expect1Ilt, to get some one of the goods
considered human, .• but when his reasonings appeared to be
of Rtu~ies and numbers and ~eometry and astronof9.Y and of
the limit - t1lat as a limit Good is one (TO' rre/' a..5 Cf1L.
~yo..e~v icrTl..V ~v ) , I think it seemed to them irery stra.nge
0
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indeed, and then some sneered at it and others criticized
i t . Now what was the reason for this? That theY. knew no>
')
thing beforehand, but just like intellectuals (£,P~~rl~o~
were present to lap it up on the strength of the word itself.• Now Socrates himself had several such "eris tics''
on his hands - one of them Adeimantus} to whom he ls careful to mention the •1dea of the Good ft as something ~dei
mantus has often heard before, as something which is a
cause of usefulness ~d profit and without which a man
•cannot have the sent1m.e nts of a gentleman" (Ko.Xe"' ~£
ko..'t ctyo..eci-v ,,u.?8e"' cp?c:>-...JE,cv
505 b 2), to which Adeimantus reacts with a pat, erlstic question worthy of a
Meno: "But yo1 Soc~ates, do you think the Good is k:nowledc;e or pleas· ire or some other thing besides these?"
( 506 b 1), clei .rly a standard question about ''the Good"
(cf . Philebus : 9 c). Here Plato nobly shows Socrates as
wiser in p r act: c e t han he himself was - in the t wo di al ogues dealing with the Good, the Republic and t he
Philebus , Socrates f inds tactful ways to choo s e h is i n terlocutor and to b ring him a l ong . In the p r esent 41alogue he silences ~de 1 mantu s by s ugg e st i ng to h i m tha t
he has heard it all before - t he ri tual -like u se of the
term •1dea of the Good • (505 a , 505 e , 517 b , 526 e ,
534 b),when the Good is not an eidos at all , sounds like
a soothing allusion to current d 1scu ~ s 1 ons (c f . Epicharmu s
in Diogenes Laert1us III, 14) - wh il~':b ring 1ng Gl au co n
with a light hand to the •awe-inspiring enorml ty• ( ~o... '- 
µov'C.0...5 u-rr£,P/icA'?5, 509 c) of this So era tic Good.
But Socrates' indirection is not on ly a mat ter of avoiding public misunderstanding; it als o has a posi t ive peda gogic aspect. In providing Glaucon with imag e s to r ef l ect
o~Socrates instills in him a kind of artificia l "recoll e ction" {cf. Meno 81 c) which will enable him to •)ecognize •
the logos he might after reflect i on c ome upon. 2 7
This 1 ~
after al~ what an interpretati on of an image is - a
recognition of its meaning. The r e f ore in some way a
d i a l ectical account of th~ Good li ke t hat severely arithmetical one given hy Plato in t h~ famous lecture on the
Good mentioned above _ or in ~is oth er ~unwritten teachings•, must be latent here. 2 ) We shall try to find it.
Ja. When SocratP-£ has deli v ere d hi s s un image Glaucon
asks him to go once more t hrough t.he "li kenes s of the sun"
"
.....
ltl'\
'
/
5 09 c b/) to f 111 i n
TT£f"TOV
V]"
c...oY O_Aot..
oT?TCL )
( ' T~ v

whateve r had been omitted before . Socra t es ' answer t o
this request is the dividing of the line.
The Divided Line is the mathematical figure fo r the
implicit logos and the possibility of learning what is
yet unknown. The choice of a linear figure is itself
meaningful, for the line, as the unique connP-c ti on of two 1l10nd\'points, stands for that closest of all relationships of
like to like of which the knower and the known are the
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paradigm (cf. ~.\ristotle, On~ Soul, 404 b 5 citing Plato;
Metaphvsics 1036 b 8, the Pythagoreans). In understanding
this explication of the sun image, Glaucon exercises his
dlanola.
The word dianoia is used quite generally of what we would
call •mental activity... For instance Socrates himself says
(4~6 d 5): !'fWhy may we not call the mental activity (TYjv
~ L~ "o L"'-"' cf. Sophi st 26 3 d) of one who knows, 'gnome,. s.nd of
one who opines, 'doxa '? • This word too is "restored" by Socrates. The d1ano1a whir.h goes with the third section from
the bottom is the power used in thinking or as the phrase
goes, in :Mthlnklng things thr .1ugh" ; it mean~ attending to or
searching for that in them which can be grasped 1n thoughtful words, which the Greeks call logo1 . This involves a
h i g~e~ ~1n~erR&~eikas1a which may be terme d "d1anoet1c eikas la , 9 ) for~ tn in gs wh en caught i n speech reveal themselves
as mere 1m1 tat~ ons of some thing which. t h e logos is truly
about, as t he visibl~ a spects • (hor6mena e1d e 510 d 5) of
the true •1ooks" (eide) of the thing 1tse1r:--(so in the
Pha edo _. 99 d) Socrates intimates that in a c ertain way logo1
deal with imitations,i~not 1n truth.) The objects of
the dianoia are therefor~ described primarily as •1mages••
in the dlanoetlc section the soul preceeds by teus1ng the '
things then imitated [J.e. the natural objects which were
imitated in the lowest sec ti or!) as images•• ( 510 b 4 511
a 7 ) • By "suppos lng" these, 1. e. J using these as hyp~thes es
distinctions can be made and conclusions reached. The ref e~
ents of .geometric drawings are such figurative hypotheses
while the great arithmetical hypotheses are those recomme~ded
by Parmenldes himself as a pre-dialectical study, the hypotheses about the "'one''; that it ls or is not (Parmenldes 1J5
c 8).

Jb. If from Soc.r ates' point of vi ew the fundamental
nature of the present discourse is eikastic, for Glaucon
it is dianoetic. Summarizing in his own words, but accurately , what he has learned from the di vision o·f the line
he brings out a central fact only implicit in Socrate s ' w~rds
namely that the objects of the dianoia are the same as the
'
noeta of the uppermost part, that they are these-n0~ta with~
out a full logos, and ends by treating the faculty as that
which the division was intended to define. For observing
that the very name of dia-noia suggests a mean, he defines
it, analo§ously to doxa before, a s "something between
C,,,l.(..t.Ta..~ u ) doxa and nm!§. [thought\ '' ( 511 d 4), as the
naturalfy intermediate faculty (cf. Sympo sium 202 where
Eros as dalmon is the corres p ondi ng intermediary )'.
J c. Soc rate s of cours e depends on the mathematical pred i spos l tion of his young philosopher - mathematics being
after all the young r u lers ' childhood amusement - in 1ntrodu e :\ ng him (cf. 508 c 4, 509 d 1) to the exercise of the
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education which 1s the "prelude" to dialectic (~31 d 7), ,.
Socrates actually engages Glaucon in a serious methodical
dianoetlc exercise. When Glaucon, accurately recalling
the musical education of the guardians, perceptively concludes that this cannot be the study the future philosophers need, Socrates asks him: 110 my marvelou~ Glaucon,
which would be such a study ••• ?" Glaucon eager~y interrupts to ask what study indeed might be left (522 b 3).
Socrates now 1nv1 tes l;_im pointedly to become his •fellow. '\ .
1nqu,1rer• (o-vve~a.Try5J 52)
85S he '~akes divisions \N\~·~w: ~ ;·)i1mse1r• (8 L°'-"-/'oD_).'-o-\... rr¥ ~a..~""{'~) ab~ut w~at
studies lead toward be1pg~ and to say I agree or I
dlaagree • • (o-~~9t... t} b ..:rr e:. L. 77 e), being careful to see
that Socrates ls Norac11ng• correctly. The discussion
which follows shows that arithmetic is precisely the study_
wanted, since it is •1nv1 ting to the dianoia "(1Tt:y>a..~A?Tt..~a~
"
~ '-o--vof..a...Ji 524 d J) and •arousing to noesis • (c:.ye:,:PTLKQ..
. ~5 "VO .,,. o-ew5 d.> 5). Socrates proceeds to begin with Glaucon
th~ stJdy of' uthe one and the two and th·e three'-' ( 522 c 526 c) and this is Glaucon's first and only step on the
d1alect1ca1 way; here and nowhere else in the Re~ublic is
there undisguised direct philosophical work - a huge
)
work•, as Glaucon has begun to realize (511 c 3, 531 d 5 •

a?»

Jd
But why should Glaucon need to be especially invited. to this dialogue, since they are already in the midst
· 0 r one and have indeed come
as Polemarchus says in the
beginning to converse (~ l.O.~~~ 6~e.$o..J328 a 9 H- Evidently
there are' various ways to converse. In fact three meanings
of dialegesthai can be distinguished in this dialogue.
First it can mean a conversation 1n which anyone may
take part
This desoite Thrasymachus' efforts to stage an
exclusive.rhetorical display, is its meaning ln the .,prelude~
(357 a 2) of the dialogue, Boo~ I. It _ca.!1 also ,.be that .
"power of dialectic .. proper C3vv0-~L..5 rou <81..0....)\e.yc:.o-&Q;l...-,
511 b 4, 532 d 8, 533 a 8) in which the logos, the accountg1v1ng power, by itself, leaving all sense perception behind moves "by the e1de themselves, through them and into
them~ (511 c 1). This power is imitated by sight (531 a
2)
as the eye sees things at once distinct and together,
80 the soul ranges over the noetic •sights", as the name
eidos, •sight, look, aspect- indicates. It is clear that
Socrates regards the soul as truly moving (cf. Timaeus
36 e 1) both upward and downward> only in dialectic, which
1s thus' repeatedly called a "way If, a •pu~sui t or a method •1,
a "journey• ca-~~5, 533 b 3, 532 e l,3;;-<-€.9o'O.:l.) 533 b 2,
c 7; 770/'e-f:o..J 532 e 3), while the conclusive motion of the
d1ano1a 1s downward (510 b 6, d 2) as in deduction, and
that of the' lowest two powers is back and forth as in comparisons. In the us~f its lower powers the sou; is said
to be bogged down ana:-s1uggish (533 d 1, 611 c) bJ its

J

association with the body; the soul is never quick with bodily
life but only With the l)gos. But dialectic is only praised
in the Republic (532 a 1 ; its 1ctua1 exercise 1~ impossible
to one wh o i s not "practiced•• (£,P-7TEL,Pt.t/ > 533 a 9) in dianoet1 c studies. ~d indeed those 7'propaedeutic1l' (536 d 6)
mathemati cal s tudies are c&refully trimmed not only of all
•banaus 1c~ , ioe, applied, elements, but also of aJ.l explicit
•eidetic" admixture - for instance nothing is said of the
"eidetic numbers (cf. ~istotle, Metaphysics XIII,6) - although allusions to dialectical terms abound
There remains a middle dialegestha!_,which is characteristic of this central cor.vers&tion. This is speech between two
souls Which must have a sensl ble clothing of sound, the a.udible dialogue. Such dialogue is strongly distinguished from
myth-telling (e.go Protggoras 320 c, 324 d, Gorgias 523 a,
Timaeus .26 c) , which appeals to trust and imaginationp because
1 t involves primarily the dianoia Which supervenes as soon as
sense perception when expressed ln wor(ls gives rise as it
inevitably Will, to dilemmas, for instance self-contradiction
(524 e J). In supplying hypotheses to solve these dilemmas
it brings in noeta and invites the uppermost faculty of
·
thought, noes is ( 523). In 1 ts elf it is the faculty of di f- ferences, distinctions and contradiction~which ever ranges
be~wixt an~ between and which unguided, can be an aporetic
or waylesd affection (524 a 7~. Therefore in such a dialogue
one of the interlocutors must know somewhat more than the
other, . must have advanced into dialectic so that he will be
able ''tn ask and answer most knowledgeably" ( 534 n
Here
With Glaucon, Socrates exercises this superiority more even '
than usual , since their conversation is · ''synoptic .. and requires a large fore-knowledge. The introduction to arithmetic
mentioned above displays precisely the required relation of
the interlocutors: Socrates makes dialectical di vis ions •wt.ihtn
himself" (523 a 6), which he !'shows•' to Glaucon (a 9) while
Glaucon is to look on with him and to agree or disagr~e. But
most of all . this dialog1c superiority is evident in the very
n aming of the powers of the soul With which Book VI closes
for they are, as it were, named from above. Anyone who ha~
not left the first three sections ca1Ulot possibly know their
true names: doxaJas used ordinarily, means the faculty of
jud~ment; people.rarely think that they have what to Socrates
is mere opinion but rather that they Y.now what they are
talking Hhout, while the various provinces of the dianoia,
n~Iriely the arts and mathematics ( 511 c 6, d J) i are regarded
by their devotees as producing •'knowledge •·1 ( 533 d 4).
1

'

0

9).

4ao We return to the 1nv1t&t1on extended to Glaucon bv the
sectioni~g of the realms ~as if" they were a llneo AS was said.
the Renuolic has no dialectical treA.tment either of the Good
or of the eide~ but this missing logos is absent in a different way for each:
The Good has no ~place" Within the realm of being, for it
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is 9beyond being• {En{KtlVO... ·1-S) 000-<:"a...5>
509 b 9).
Since it is that which is 9un-hypothesized• it cannot be
traversed in the way in which are the •hypotheses to
being•, the stepping stQnes of the logos {511 b 8).
Consequeritly th~re is no power of the soul which corresponds
to it, as is signified by the fact that it is off the
Divided Line. Althou6h within the context of the imaGery
of sight, the eye of the saul is s5,id to look at~ it, a
distinction between movement 1tamong • and "through,, the
eide {o..vTol...5 £l/~~O'"l. ~ . . .,o..0-rwvJ,.... 510 b ~ ,.511 C 2) and
movement •u_p u.nto,• the C!_ood (~£(P!- 1ov ., o..~... uTTo.?£\CJu . .
trrl: 1ryv IOV rro..vTOJ ci?XVJVJ .511 b ; t.:n~~'{'YJV' TtJV O:...~;(?V'_,;
533 c 8) is maintained; the latter has~something ta~en
tl.o..\ and momentary - the sight is scarcely (~o Y'-5 517
b 9) achieved. Furthermore this beholding ls not knowing in the dialectical sense, for the •1dea of the Good•
is the result not of "intuition" but of "abstracting"
( d.Cf'e 'A~ v
) and 111 defining in a logos'' ( 534 b 9). Socrates reneats this several times: the Good as responsible
source
known onl ...,. after the vision, on the downward
return,. so to speak, by a syllogim~..°s OJ' ~C?}le~/tion of
logoi, a logos of logoi ( ~o..\:: .1"'-t.\O To..VT O.Y YJ S? cru~.Aoyt'.:~oLIO .... ~Tt- ~t-rL..o5» 516 b j; ~<pe£'2cro... o-u.A).0
Lo-Teo.. £L~o.'- ~5. - .o..~Tro...._, 517 c 1).
The Good{ the
-~g/eatest study•, 1s not really a "learning matter•, a
mathema at all.

1s·

4b. For those realms, however, which are on the Divided Line, the absence of logoi takes on a different significance and form. It is essential to the following
discussion to recall that the word logos means not only
account- or reasoning but also the mathematical relation
of ratio, a double .meaning of great importance partlculRrly in "Pythagorean" contexts ( e.f',. Epinomis 977 c J). Now
we are told that each of the unequal main sections
of the
.......
.......
line is again to be cut in the same ratio ( o.. v a.. ·1 o v
CA.\}\o '1 '>...oy o v,) 509 d 7), but we are Liven neither the
ratio itself, be it numerical or irrational, nor a re we
told whether the great~r or the less of the unequal segments is to be the upper one. We can conclude nothing
except that the two middle segments must be equal, ioea,
that ,nJ.st1s and dianoia are in some way coextensive, as
is indeed necessary since the die.noie uses natural ob~cts as 1mages.30J This absence of definite ratios ls
the--more noteworthy, as for the earlier tripartite soul
th~ numerical rat:1.os of the parts are, playfully, given:
111
they form the musical progrAssion of the "•high .. , u1ow ,
and ·~iddlefl notes, tbat is, 3i)pr1me:fourth:octave,
which are as 3:4:6 1443 d 6).
&1t if the logo1 themselves are absent, this much
a.bout them is given: th8y, are the -~'ilf: throughout, for
that is what defines a proportion, Em analogia. How is
Gleucon to interpret this mathematical fact which is
presented to his dianoia?
")

4c. Immediately after the fundamental division of the
line and the description of the lower subsections, Socrates
reads off a first proportion (510 a 9):
·
doxaston : gnoston

images : imaged object,
.

>

this announces that the internal relations of the lowest
realms are the same as those of the whole, that the whole
is mirrored in even its lowest parts. At the very end of
the Divided Line passage he reads off another proportion
( 511 e 3):
segments of line : truth

affections of soul : clarity,

which means, in m&thematlcal terms: the affections of the soul
are the correspondents (Euclid V. Def. 11, given a:b;:c:d, a
is said to correspond to Q and Q to g) of the realms of beilig
which the line segments represent. Or, using analogical
reasoning, that is, inferring the likeness of correspondents
{cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics 1016 b 34, 1093 b 18; Topics
108 a 7);we may conclude: lmown and knower are alike (cf
Aristotle, On th~ Soul, 404 b 18). Here the analogical •
method brings ~ut the bond whic~ •yokes together with the
strongest yoke (.508 a 1), the linking of known and knower
by the light of truth, which can bind them precisely because
they ar~ both •1ike the Good• ( 509 a 3), that •ruling source•
of the comiinlnity• of knowns and knowers (cf. Sophist 248 a
11) • . And finally, in concluding the ex'Plication of both the
sun and th~ cave image, he forms two more proportions (5~4
a 3):
J
being
becoming . . noesis : doxa ·
noes1s : doxa : : episteme : p1S't'is

d1ano1a : e1kasia,

the first of which signifies that the degrees of lmowing are
the same as those of being. The laet displays particularly
well the force of the mathematical form Socrates has chosen
For Rince the affections of the soul are coordinated with ·
linear magnitudes they may be "alternated' (Euclid V, Defs.
13,J) so that the first is to tne third as the second to the
fourth, and this is exactly what Socrates has done here. This
form draws attention to the close relation of each faculty
in one main segment to the corresponding faculty 1n the other,
a relation which is the same as that of the main faculties
and again as that of the realms of being. The last ratio
given particularly justifies the notion of a •d1anoetic eikas1e•,
while the ratio before that shows a certain special relation
between lmowledge and trust; this con;ies out clearly in that
unassailable finality, on a low level. not unlike the selfsufficiency of knowledge, whic~ certain sense perceptions
possess {523 a 11).
Obviously by using the various Euclidean oper&tions {V,
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Defs. 11-18) on these proportions, and by attending either
to the sameness of the ratio relation or to the likeness of
the correspondents in the new proportians1 it is possible to
obtain a variety of illuminating remJlts. .All of these are,
however, only the expression of two fundamental similarities: that of the knower and the mown, mentioned above,
which leads Socrates to tell Glaucon to •order them [1he
affections of the sou:ij analogously• (511 e 2) to the realms
of being, and secondly> that really prior similarity of each
degree of being ·to the one next higher) by reason of which
these deg~ees are described in ·turn as •that which is made
similar''{~o'-welv ), "that "Co which it is made similar",
•that which was before copied now treated as a likeness•
(~(\<.WV, ¢f.(510 a 10, b 4, 511 a 7), while the~ themselves are agathoe1de (509 a ?.), forms '"well-formedft or
formed in the likeness of the Good.
This four-stepped ladder of similars is what makes upward
transition, 1.e., the dialectical road, possible. It 1s, we
should note, first articulated in the Divided Line: the sun
image has only two undifferentiated realms, the intelligible.
and the visible. The Divided L1ne in a certain way preserves
this original homogeneousness of the larger realms; images
and natural bodies are not differently constituted, that is,
made of something different, for.both are sensibles (510 a
1 :1; note that reflections are •1n water" and •on smooth
bodies•, 1.e.> the difference is not that of the visible to
the palpable), and hypotheses and eide are both 1ntellig1bles.
What differentiates the realms internally is rather the
•reflective• distinction of like to likened, by which the
parts reflect the imaging relations of the sun to the Good.
4d
Glaucon must then see that the logoi relating certain ~spects of the whole are one and the same tl_!roughout,
that on account of similarity or likeness (homoiotesJ
there is one logos pervading the whole. In presenting
this to Glaucon mathematically, Socrates is in fact presenting him with such hypotheses about being and becoming as
will make thinking itself, namely thinking consistently,
i.e.) "preserving a sameness of logos 11 (o,.µ-o)\.oyov,...u-fvtJJS,
510 d 2) possible. For if the characteristic dianoetic
direction is downward to conclusions by deductions which
win agreement (homologia), the inventive or discovering
d1anoia moves upward by an analogia; it is this latter
use which is chiefly required of Glaucon in this dialogue:
•Make an analogy ••• ,. (524 d 8, cf. 509 b 2). A sober
application of this me&ns . of learning is· examined in the
Statesman: when something about which the learner has
right opinion is used as an example, a parg-deigma, something "to be shown beside• some unknown, then this unknown
may become known to him by the recognition of the analogy
( 277 d 9; Socrates in his characteristic refle ,)C· l ve mode,
explains "example,. by an example, just as in the Rep@_lic
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he explains "image" by an image). The sun 1mag e is just s ch
an "example•.
u
We m~y say that the Divided Line tells the story of •recollection ma.th~matically by presenting through proportions
tha.t faffinity of all nature (cf. Meno 81 d 1) which makes it
possible to move with recognitl0n in unknown places.
4e. The first ~nd 0rlginal affinity, the sun image implies
is that which the Good as progenitor gives to the sun as an
'
offspring made in its image. In other words, the Good itself
possesses an image-making power which it nasses down to the
eide ~nd which they pa~s on in turn (cf. Phaedrus 250 a 6)
This downward e1kas1a , as it might be called, is originaily
responsible for our own ability to recognize likenesses or
to make .analogies, for m1r •upward e1kas1a• and the pleasure
of recognition which it gives us (cf. Aristotle Poetics
1448 b 1), a power so fundamental that without it we would
not know the looks, the eidos, of our own face!

4f. We can now see why the criticism of ~o~try in Book
III turns into the radical •ancient quarrel~)?} between
philosophy and poetry• (607 b 5) in Book X. In the light of
the sun image poets are usurpers ~ perverters Qi the power
of the Good. They &re more despicable even than that char~atan who by car;;y1ng a mirror through the world claims to · have
made everything (596 c l)>when he has only borrowed the lowest '" effects of the power of the Good, for they make artificial
ima.ges,ttusing a.perverted power of elkasia, a •1ow generation•
called mimetic or imitative (602 b 4), which produces images
indiscriminately of good .ana bad (604 e 1, cf. Soohist 233 c)
and distracts the hearers from true baing (605 a 9). Mimetic
products are not natural likenesses (cf. the phrase in Gorgias
51) b 4) but are separated from the true source of images· by
~~~ 19~e~pos1t1on of a human maker, who •makes images vilely•
£\...\<..~,TI - - - ¥:.o....f w)s, 377 e 1).
Poetic mimesis makes art1f1c1al 1mitat1onsr 3 while Socratic e1kas1a make~ likenesses
in the sense of observing those which are already there by
nature, clothing them in figures and putting these in words.

5a. We must n~w see what conjectures about the Good the
sun image allows Glaucon to make on reflection even though e
logos must be absent.
>
In the ~IDA6~ the Good is presented in three successive capacities, u triplet proved fundamental by its recurrence in
;~et~~ilebus (20 b 8). It is presented first as the father
- ~ -,_ · s.un ( 508 ~ 12), then A.s that which is resyonsibl~ for
!ffio\'Jledge (e 6) and last ?s the source of being b 7 )_J4 J ~hP first of these might oe called its cosmo~t enetic function
Y Which the potent male Good t;enerates the
as a male
'
offspring to be lord of the visible world and a secondarv
(5~ac: 4nalogous to itself us ruler of the world of thought
· , 517 c 3)a The obvious question here is whether the

sun
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Correla ti ·ve eide of the Same and the Other which extend throughout being, for by being one and the same with itself each
eidos remains integral and independent, while by being other
th~n another 1 t becomes the same w1 th that other, 1. e.> another
''other", and capable of participating in 1 t ( 256 a 10).
Now if the point of view taken is not within but ('beyond
being", Likeness and Difference perform just such a function
as Sameness and Otherness did within being, and, in a way, more
adequately. For within being 1 the secondary, reflexive e1dos
of the Other was the source Qf _community, while the primary
Same was responsible for separate and independent oneness.
Rut the bonding of the whole is achieved precisely because of
the Likeness of each thing within it to a pattern beyond and
so to each other thing, while Difference ls resoonsible for
the separb.teness of each single thing. The fact is that
Parmenldes' objection fails if only the pattern is beyond
reach, as the Good indeed is: "~ •• it is right to deem both
of these Cknowledge and trut1!] like the Good, while not right
to consider either of them tne Goo~ rather the condition of
the Good is yet more honorable. • . L_and furthermore] the Good
is not beine but :-'et beyond being in seniority and exceeding
it in power• (509 a 3, b 8).
It is precisely this bond by which the G')od makes everything one which, when mathematically expressed, takes the
form of a proportion: '"and the most beautiful of bonds (&·E'.~~v)
is that whlch_makes itself and the things bound togeth~ es
much as possible into one. Proportion accomplishes this most
beA.utifully. For when the middle term of three numbers ••• is
such that as the first is to it, so 1t itself is to the last, •••
then necessarily all will turn out to be the same. They will
all become~ with each other• (Tim.?~ 31 c 2). We can now
see a second. reason for the equality of the middle sections
of the Divided Line - it is the three-term proportion (i.e.
a: b:: b: c) which "'makes one••, and herein lies the power of the
"in-between••, the metax_.Y.

sun also has a mother - the cave image will deal with ~hat.
In its second capacity the Good is several times callen the
aitia the •responsible cause" (508 e 3, 517 c 2), and
aitlo~ nthat which is to be called to account" (516 c ?)
both f~r the pass1 ve state of noo\imena, •1beings known" ( 508
e 1, 509 b 6, d. 8) and for the activa knower (508 e 2), that
ls for the soul in 1 ts 11state of 1mow1ng• ( 509 b 6) ~an
ait1a more beautiful and more honorable than its e1fects.
In 1 ts third capac1 tv the Good is called king ( 509 d 2,
51? c 4) and arche)~~ling source 11 (510 b 7, 511 b 7) of the
whole ··. or •arohe 1 tself'• (533 c 8 ), •1n power and seruori ty
exceeding the nature of being• ( 5~ b 9), which gives th~ngs
both their "state of bein~· (To t:Cvo...L
) and their ousla,
their "'nature as beings" (b 5). The latter two ca.paci ties
are duplicated by the sun as source of sight and hecoming.
Socrates presents these functions in the order which will
bring Glaucon up by analogy from the visible many to the invisible one (507 b 1). In the order of logical generation,
however the listing should clearly be reversed, since being
itself ~ust precede the confrontation of active and nBss1ve
beings and this split must 1n turn come before the birth of
a perceptible world. The grandest, most "poli ti'cally ' relevant furtction of the Good ls therefore its rule over being,
next 1t acts as the "answerable cause" (aitla) for teachers
and learners while its most private fu_YJ.ction is that of H
father. But' in truth neither order holds, for the Good itself 1s not ordered, being itself the source of all order,
arche itse\f (533 c 8).
1

Sb. The diagram below shows the pRrts of this order.
A.11 the terms but one are taken from the text:
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5e. Socrates had introduced the sun image with a reference
to 'the things said earlier ~f. 47Q}and often spokenof at
other timesn (507 b 8), namely the many and how they participate in the one idea which is "what 1s• in these many things
( 476 a 7, d 1, 507 h 5). In the sun image he leaps from this
beginning to that highest point of view, the way· to which is
sung in the "hymn of dialectic": lfwhen someone leaves behind
all sense l?erce~t~o32 t9 set ..gut upon the.t. its elf which each
thing is (<::11.) O..\r\O o' .ocr·nv €.~a..o--ro v
1 and does not leave
off before)he c:;rasps by thought that itself which is the Good
o" t.,#o 'I<- v ct'/ o.. f9 ov
) , ~then he TS'at the very end of
the knowable•• (.532 a 7, cf. 507 h 5,7). Now the repetition
of the phrase in which~he Good, is substituted for "each
thing" ls Clearly meant to catch Glaucon'R attention and to
convey to him sornethi!l(.>; - actually the one most expl1ci t thing
in the dielogue - about the nature of the Good. For upon

(o..v·To
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expect to learn what 'all things•• are together, and 1 t is
in place of this expected phrese that •the Good• occurs.
This sentence then hints how the Good as the-Bource of
the whole• (511 a 7) will have to be understood: it is not
a separable and different being but precisely the oneness
of all beings, the All as that Ylhole which all wholes within mirror (cf. Theaetetus 205 a). As such the Good 1s indeed the fit pattern of all community . and in the Republic
especially of the political commun1 ty: ••using ,t t as A. .
pattern"' (1\¥0... ~Gty_µ.o..TL), the rulers are to order the. city
and private men and themselves" .(540 a 9). tlnd finally, it
is to be noted that all &he terms mentioned above come into
their own in di&lectic.J )

5f. One additional observation: What is characteristically
Socratic about the sun image ls that it is reflexive, an image of imaging which shows how images are possible. But
more than that, as an image of the whole, lt also shows how
such images are poss ible, how the whole can reappear within
itself, how we can •see• the Good. This aspect of the Good
is reflected 1n the central visual image in the closing
myth of the Republic:
The place in the Myth of Er where the souls choose their
lives (616 b) is not easy to imagine. There seem: to be two
irreconcilable 1mages;37J the first one consists of the
whole heatrens which have a aha.ft of light passing through bol'n
them and the earth (b 5): the second consists of Necessity
sitting at · the earth's pol• -whlrling a spindle whose whirl
is a planetary system and which hangs on chains let down
from the heavenly light encircling the whole (c 4). Now
1f we recall what a spinning woman actually looks like
these .two images become one. Between her kneee she has
a long distaff.- at the top of which a cloud of white wool
is fastened which feeds into the thread she is spinning.
This thread is twisted into yarn by the whirling of the
spindle, which hangs at the end and onto which the finished
yarn ls wound; this spindle is weighted with a whirl. In
the figure of the myth the shaft of light which is the
world's axis represents the distaff, the chain of heaven
is the thread being spun, and the whirl of the spindle of
Necessity itself is a miniature planetary system , an
orrery , a·model of the whole, within the sight of which
the souls choose their lives.
E.
1.

Book VII begins with this invitation to Glaucon:
after this, _liken our nature, as far as educstion and
the lack of education is concerned, to the follow1116 sort
~•Now,

o!

Correl~ t.1 ve eide
the Same and t he Other which extend throughout being, for by oeinc.. one and the sam~ wi tri 1 ts elf e2ch
e_idos remains integral and lndepencl~nt, while by being other
~!l- ano_t_})~l: 1 t becomes the sa.rne with that other i e another
.. ~ o- .th
. er ,, , 0. . . n d capa b le of p&rticlpating
.
• •)
in it (25b" ' a 10)
Now if the point of view taken is not wi thtn but ('h~yond
being", Likeness and Difference perform just such a function
~s Sameness and Otherness did within being, and, in a way, more
c.dequa tely.
For w 1 thin belrJ6 the secondary, reflex! ve ei.dos
o'!_' the Other was the sour_Q_? Q_f _ c~11muni_.t,y, while the pr1 0 ary
Sa~e was responsible for separate and independent oneness
But the bondi&: of _the wholP is c..chieved precisely becaus~ of
the ~iken~_~s of each thing within 1 t to a patt e rn beyond and
so to each other thin~, while Diff erence ls resoonsibl e for
the separ~teness of each s111f~le thing. The f a ct is that
Parmenldes' objection falls if only the 8<-'Jtt e rn is beyond
~ch, as the Good indeed is; " ••• 1 t is rit;ht to d e em both
of these [knowledge and trutli] like the Good, while not right
to c~nsider either of them the Good· rather the condition of
the C.rood is yet more honor~ble ••. [?.nd furthermore] the Good
is not beine; hut ;.·et beyon) being i~ seniority and exceeding
1

it in powerff (509 a 3, b 8 .
I~ is oreciscl~ this bond by which the Gnod ~akes everything
one
Which, when mathemeticallv
expressed
takes the
f
f'
.,
"
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,
orm o_ 2 proportton: and the most heeutifu1 of bonds (S·e:~wv)
is that which _ma_~es itself and the things bound tovether &.s
:nuch as poss1 h~e intq g_n~. Proportion Accorr1:P1is~~e~-- t'tiis most
benutifully. .ror when the middle term of three numbers
is
such that As the first is to it, so it itself is to the·i~st,.
then necessF.irily B.11 will turn out to be the sP-me
They will •·
&11 become one With ea.ch othertt (Til1l_?.eus 31 c 2) .. We can ;;,ow
see a second reaRon for the equality of the middle sections
of. the Divided Line - it is the three-term proportion (i c
a:o:~:b:c) Which 0 mE.kes one'', end herein lies the power of the
''in-oetween u, the metaxf.
~eo S?crates had introfu1ced the s1m imag~ with a reference
the tni~gs said e2.rlier [gr. 47'{]] and of ten spoken of et
other times {507 b 8) • namely the m2ny and how they participate in the one id:a which is "what is~ in these many things
( 47? a 7, d 1, 507 n 5). · In the sun image he leaps from this
beg,innint, to tf that highest point of view, the wc..:1
which is
sung in the hymn of dialectic~: ~hen someone leaves behind
811 sense 17erception t9 set out upon thB.t 1 ts elf which each
thing ~ (~-rrJ c...J·10 o' EcrTL.Y fKo...C1"TO V - J and does not leave
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ne now~~ .... e .5_,.?_ a. 7,1 cfo 507 tJ 5,?)o Now the repetition
of th~ pnrA.se in wnich 'the Good" is suhsti tvted for neach
thing· ls clearly neant to catch Glaucon 's attention and to
convey to him sornethinp; - cJctually the one . rwst explicit thine;
in the diPloc!,11.8 - 2bout the neture of the Good. For upon
to
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having t:.rasped what '9~_ach thi~" is in 1 ts elf, one would
expect to learn what "all tlling§_~' are toGether, and 1 t is
in place of th1 s expec tecc phrs.s e that •the Gooc\ • occurs.
This sentence then hints how the Good as the •s'.)1.1rce of
the whole,. (511 a 7) will have to be understood: it is not
a separable and different being but precisely the oneness
of all beings, the All as that 'Whole which 2.11 ~holes within mirror (cf. TheHetetus ?05 a). As such the Good is indeed the fit pattern of all community c;.nd in the Republic
especially of the political community: '~sing it as H ·
pattern" (\\o..._,P~ '2,c.L.y~o.:n. ), the rulers are to order the. city
and pri v& te men and- th ems elves" ( 540 & 9). Anr1 fin.ally, l t
is t6 be noted that all the terms mentioned above come into
their own in di&lectic.36)
5f
One additional observation: What is characteristically
Socratic about the sun image ls that it is refleYive, an image of imaging which shows how images are :possible. But
·
more than that, as an image of the whole, it also shows how
such images are possible, how the whole can reappear within
itself how we can "seei.1 the Good. This aspect of the Good
is refiected in the central visual image in the closing
myth of the Republic:
,
The nlace in the Myth of Er where the souls choose tneir
lives (616 b) is not easy to imagine. There seem to be two
irreconcilable images;371 the first one consists of the
.
whole heavens which have a shaft of light passing through b cl:r\
them and the earth (b 5); thP. second consists of Necessity
si tti.ng at 't he earth's pole whirling a spindle whose whirl
1s a planetary system and which hants on chains let down
from the heavenly light encircling the whole (c 4) . Now
if we recall what a spinning woman &ctually looks like
these two images become one. Between her kneee she has
a long dis ta ff . at the top of which a cloud of
te wool
is fastened which feeds into the thread she is sp~nning.
This thread is twisted into yarn by the whirling of the
spindle. which hangs at the end Hnd onto which the finished
yarn is wound; this spindle ls we 1ght ed~w1th a whirl . I n
the figure of the myth the shaft of ll ~ n t whi ch i s the
world's axis represents the distaff , the chai n o f heaven
is the thread being spun, and the whirl o f the sp indl e of
Necessity itself is a miniature planeta r y system , Pn
orrery, a · model af the whole, within the sie .ht of wh ich
the souls choose~heir lives.
0

wh;

1

E.
1. Book VII be g inf> with t h is in vi ta ti on t o Glaucon;
~'Now, after this liken our nRture, c.s f t..;, r a s ed.11c~. t 1on and
the lack of educ~ti oni"s concerned, t o the f ollowi11S sor t

of s t~1 t e • , ( ..U.€. \ o.._ 'Q..G
10,,,.i\6-8t.L \Y)V '? JJ..€..Tc,po,,V
514 a 1).
The sentence is drarnc-~tic.
•J.fter thi8° indicPtes that
what h&s imrediately preneded, thRt !~Socrates' naming of
the pathemata of the soul the lbst of which is eikas1e
(cf. also 511 a 7 for £.12_eikazein), is the necessary-prelude
;:-o what is no~ to come; the word Q_a_t_hos has a trRgic flavor,
ci.nd the position of the preposition perfr after 1 ts noun ls
poetic (cf. Aristotle, PoetJg§ 1458 b 1 ). Glaucon ts now
to use his power of elkasia. to se~ (a ?) the dark drama of
human nature under an image. This lmA[,e will show what
human beings are and do within the whole
Behold1 t;._e says, men as "in a cavelike ·underground habitation (oLK 1crc. LJ a J) with a wide entrance turned toward
daylit:~ht.
From childhood on their lee:,s :=md necks are fettered so that they can only see str&ight ahead but are unable to tu:r-n (1n:;n6-yc-Lv ). Their light comes from a fire
bt•.rning behind them. Between this fire and th ems elves runs
a roa~ alont,sid~ of which a screen wall has been built. Behind this wall men pass back and forth carrying artificial
o~)ects.
To Glaucon 's exclci.metion "VJhat an out-of-the-way
(0...10-rrov ) image and what out-of-the-wai prisoners" (515 a
3) Socrates replies quietly; •Like us• (Qµc[ov; ~f>.~vJ 515
a 6). And, . he goes on, these prisoners see only their own
and each others' shadows which are thrown on the wall they
face . together with the shadows of the things carried about
behind the wall.
If they converse it is about these shadows
which are s.s truth to them; the echo of words spoken behind )
the screen wall seems to them to be the speech of these shadows. Now suppose a prisoner were released and ~ o reed ·
stand · up and turn around, a.nd were compelled to answer questions nbout th~ things formerly behind him, he would be uerplexed (d. Tro,PE-<-V' ) 1 his eyes Would hurt, and he Would regard
the shadows as having mo:ttp being than the things oeforehim. ~
And 1 f someone dragged { £ ")... \<. oc) e ·6) him up the steep roa.d
out of the cave by force to look at the light of the sun his
e yes would be SJ) pained tha.t at first he co"tAld se~ nothing .
But after a w11ile he would be ·able to see first (TTpw To"" )
shadows, after that (}.A-~""5~ 10~10) imabes (E:· 'L~wAo..) of things
~p water, an1' at lF.ts t,.. ( Lio-lf..;r> o-v, ) the things themselves.
rtrom these { E'f:.. ~~ Tov-rwv) he could raise his eyes to see the
moon and the st~rs at.... night, when the sun itself is absent.
kid finally (\~A.e·~-ro...l.ov ) he would see the sun in 1 ts own
place; Hfter that (,)Anti: Tc°U'"ra) ~e would infer (cruAkoyC~o.;...10 )
that the sun was responsible (~\.1t..oj) 516 c 2) for the seasons
and year s and was car etaker 0f everything. Then if he recalled
hi~ for~erfhabltation he would feel that he was now happy
(£u~o.'-flov>;J£'-·.../
).
The honors t,1ven down there to those who
w~re ~ood at o?servi~, . remembering and oracling (c 8) about
snadows would oe notning to him r-.tnd he would do anything
rather than live like that (e 2). But if he had to join
the competition, his eyes being st111 full of darkness from
(.

to
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his s11dden
descent , he would make himself ridiculous.
Men )
...
( ')
f:J.....
)/
would then say that by •ascending upWEi.rds • o.vo..//~ 5 a...v w
he had ruined his eyes and that it was not right to attempt
to go up. And as for anyone who tried to release another,
if they could ca \ch h,im / they would kill him ( 517 a. 6).
This image (T"7v £L\.C.OVQ..J 517 a 8) must now be attached
(1rpoc::r'o..TfTi°ov) to what has been said before: Glaucon is
to J 1ken (0.cp~oLou~"lo.. ) the '1seat which appears .. through
sight" ("Try-v /'4AE:." bL' O'(IJEWJ <fb-LVC)A.€¥? i~po.V
) to the
cave-like habitation, the power of the stm to the light of
the fire, the f6rced climb of the prisoner into the light
of day to the ascent of the soul and its vision in the place
of thought. In a table:

diale~tio {~~ht
sky
~
natural objects

~

place of thought

.
\shadows and image
dragging up .
conversion

~~~:en

wall
{prisoner
shadows

}

~

place of sight

2
This correlation of the sun and the cave images seems,
though brief, explicit enough, from the conjecturing about
shadows at the bottom up to the lively motion of the soul in
the upper realm. Yet a certf71n reservation is expressed. If
you interpret the ascent (anabasis) in the former ~o be the
upward way (~nodes) in the latter, Socrates says, you will
not fell to fulfill my expectations. But perh8ps only god
knows if that is what truly is" ( 517 b 4).
Let us look independently at the interrelation of the two
images. The sun image shows how the Good has everywhere prepared places for the soul's kn.owing. There is motion within
these ulaces but not straight ascent - the word anabasis ls
never mentioned. The cave image, on the other hand, deals
with the actual habitation of humRn nature, that 1s of the.embodied soul, and with the painful steps of its slow ascen-c:;
Furthermore, in the first the Good itself is not ec:ually
represented but is to be caught by analogy, while ~n the
second the sun represents the Good and an underground fire
is in turn contrived to represent the sun. This means that
in the given correlation of the images our visible world
comes, curiously, to occupy different levels:
sun image
~ image
being : 1ntell1g1ble realm
~sensible world
becoming : sensible world~
imdergrotmd realm
Still later in Book VII, after the detailed discussion of
the mathematical ..arts,. which are to '~aul .,. the soul towara

being, Socrates himself blurs this correletion and. seems
to match the upward trek of the soul into the sun's world
with the raising of the bodily eie, the world outside the
cave with the place of sleht (53?. b 6). Purthermore in the
sun image the Good is beyond the realms of being and be·
coming, while in the cave image its representative, the sun,
is, of course, wi_thin and part of the · world. 1'nd finally,
while the sun 1maf':,e, c..s explicBted by the Divided Line,
refers only to different capacities of learning _ but not to
the incapacity of 1£Snorance (cf. 585 b J), the cave image
is explicitly about both education and lack of education
( 514 a 2) and is ve;y much concerned not only w1 th "'mindlessness n ( d..·cp,? 0 cru v'? 515 c 5) and "h2.nt of lmowl edge •
( ~ o...SC.o.., 518 a ? ) "6ut even with positive deceit.
For
those who ce.rry •idols" bq.ck and forth ·.as puppeteers do
their 'fmc.rvels 111 ( thaumata, 514 b 6 - Socrates plays on the
double meaning ttpuppets : marvels•) are indeed elljsaging in
that complex form of dissembling which the orator shares
with the sophist (Sophist 268 b, cf. 260 c 8).

3. ·Now at the very bef~lnning of their converse.tion
Socrates and Glaucon had determined that ignorance ( e.gnoia)
must necessarily be assigned to non-heing, knowing (gnos1s)
to heing (478 c 2), and opinion (doxa) to an un-named intermediate partaking of both and later identified as becoming. It is to recall this scheme that the main segments
of the Divided Line are at one point named gnoston and
doxaston. Thus it is obvious that wherever becoming occurs
!!Q!!:-belng is implied. But since non~being is not explicitly
named in el ther of the images, G_laucon should conjecture
that it is present s omewh ere somehow> in a manner appronriate
to "that which is not'! The following new correlation, ln
which the levels of the ~sensible world~ are made to coincide, does reveal it:
sun image
cave image
being : intelligible realm
becoming : sensible world -(-~:> sensible world
mm-being
underground realm

4a. To put in a word the effect of seeing the cave
image in this new juxtaposition With the sun 1ma.ge: the
cave lmage takes into -a.ccount human badness _ in al 1 1 ts
organized obtuseness. rh1s is why it ends with a brusque
reference to that most telling.crime, the legal murder
of Socrates (517 a 6). The introduction of this factor
and its management, which is called politics, comes out
clearly in the table outlining the cave 1mage~50~Asoppos
ed to the main se~ments of the Divided Line with thelr two
subsections, each realm here has a third part, the screen
1
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wall w1 th its puppeteers in the lower realm and the stcnr~
night sky with its moon, bright with reflected solar
light (cf. 617 a 1), in the world above. We may interpret the fonner as representing· the politicians with
their laws and ordinances, their dogm~ - we must rec&ll
that political deceit is still to be practiced in the
just city, only •nobly" {414 b 8, cf. 382 d). The latter
will then be their cosmic counterparts, the~laws of nature•
(Tiinaeus 8J e 5) which are best studied in the nocturnal
sky- although better yet not studied at all (529 a).
:
4b. When Socrates first introduced the source of the
visible world as a son, Glaucon had immediately inf erred
that as a parent the Good was a fatner (506 e 6). The
cave image now provides the answer to the obvious question: who is the mother? It is non-being, whose human form
ls w1llf1ll ignorance. It is not easy to imagine, for in
its elusiveness (Sophist 237 b 10) it is experienced only
as a bewilderment of the eye, that positive apprehension
of darkness which 1s experienced after the descent into
that 1nfin1 ty of tttiuman evil .. ("r~ O-v9pW' 7TC:Lo... ~o..~<L >
517 d 5, cf. 445 c 6) which ls so feelingly described by
Socrates (517 e J). The cave represents non-beine; under i.'ne
guise of a womb where, as ln the Phoenician myth (414 c)
the l•earth-born t• race gestates. From the point of view
of the hu~an soul struggling with a body and with otheT'
men J the ~ood is not at work throughout the whole, for its
light never penetrates into the cave - to the realm of
being which it shines on, there ls opposed a dark realm of
non-being and between these realms is the steep road
along whi~h men ,.come into being~" the road of genesis
or birth.
4c. Socrates has a figure of his O"'-"n for such life
as goes on in the cave, That slander against the underworld which he forb~de the poets he commits himself
against our earth. Earlier he had struck a. line from the
Odyssey (IX, 489), }l{~1 one in which 4chillebs a~, a shafde
th
among shades lamen~sJ,_~ha.t he would rather e ' G. ser on eaT
slaving for another portionless man" (386 c J), but now
he himself outs this very line into the mouth of the man
forced to descend into the cave (516 d 5)~
Just as in the Phaedo there is proposed ci. place rather
to ·be taken uas truly the earthw than the hollow 1n which
we live (110 a 1), so in the Renublic Socrates points to
a true Hades, truly blind and obscure (508 c, 517 a,d) ;
for the "invisible Hades•, the .Aide_g_ a-ides of after-life,
is invisible rather as a place pure of all bodily sight
(cf. Phaedo 79 b 7, 80 d 5, CratJlos 404 b 1), a "divine
place" (topos daimon1os, 614 c 1 • Taken as e place for
the 11 ving soul, the t·•mortal Hades" thus adds to the
·n1ntell1g1ble• and the nvisible" a third, the "sightlessn
place. Its inhabitants live in a dream~like isolation

(5JJ b 8, cf. 476 c 4) reminiscent of the mindless flittings
of the shades in Hades; like the shades in Hades they are inCApable of touchint each other (Odyssey :X., 494; XI, 204), O.V\d
soW'le go completely to sleep, havine as Socrates puts 1 t
~arrived in Hades before they have ~oken up here• (534 c ?).
\~hat is characteristic of the mortal Hades is the wilfulness of its inhabitants - the Good has oreuared other and
better nlaces for the soul; it is not necessary to sit below. Perhaps the most important 2spect of the cave is that
it 1S not~ natural £,?Ve~n but a flcavel1ke underg,round chamber" (~a J), clearly an art.ifi~iRl prison made by men for
men. The :position of the prisoners itself indicates stubborn
perversity; they are fs.clng the wrong way round and have a
perverted view - that is why they must first of all be"convertedn (518 c 8), or that failing, must be <lealt with by
"persuo.sion a.swell as necessity" (519 e 4).

4d. Glaucon should have no dlff'iculty ln recognizing
the place. He lm.ows something of Pythagorean doctTine
(5Jl a 4), and the notion of the world as a urison and life
as a living de&th are both well known Pythagorean teachings
(cf. Gor51as 493 a, Phaedo 61 d); so is that of the •descent
into Hades". For Pytha~oras himself is said to have ntold
how he o escended ( Ko.\0~6:.5 ) to look on the way of life of
those who have gone below, to see how entirely different
were the live~ of t~) Pythagoreans" (Aristophon in Diogenes
Laert.JJJ.§. VIII,J8).j
In fact, the whole dialogue has A
Pythagorean undertone, for the J.ectures of Pythagoras were
said to have taken placP- by night (Diogenes VIII,15, cf. the
•nocturnal council" of the Laws, 961) and it_must be well
into the night when the central part of the Henublic is
spoken; and what is ~ore, its v~ry form seems to be that of
a Pythagorean exercise - 1t was evidently part of the discipline of a Pythagorean to attempt, before starting the
day, to "recollect~ within himself what~~~r conversation he
had had the day before in its entlrety.J~J This would explain both why the dialogue ls told as having taken place
not just recently, but 'yesterday" (327 a 1 )) and why Socrates
addresses it to no one named at all - he speaks it within
hirlSelf: Plato). even more truly than Alcibiades can "open up·"
Socrates (Symposl~~ 216 d S)~ Certainly the r~call of a
conversation which lasted the better part of a day and a
night in s prodigious fea~ only to be accounted for by the
mastery of a special discipline.
1

F.
la. After the cave image Socrates considers with Glaucon
the actual educe.tion of the philosophers. He begins signi :.__
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f1cantiy: ~ould you like now to see in what way such men
will come to be born [!n the c1 t~ and how one will ia8Q...
them up into the light, just as some ~.g., Heracles Jj
are said to have ascended up among the gods?" (521 c 1).
The sequence of learning, which follows closely the
•pathos" of the cave drama has three stages: ''conversion"
tiiE.f'Lo.yw Y f J
.51.5 c 7, 518 c 8, d 4, 521 c 6), ~he 11 haul •
toward being effected by mathematical studies (E~ K.€&..V,
µ{S'?f4·o. ~>.tc:6v, 515 e 8, 521 d 3, 527 b 9, 533 d 1),
and the "divine .sights" of dialectic (St:~a...t.. B£w.13'La..'-,
517 c 4).
• conversion" is what we are witnessing i n the dialogue
itself. Since it precedes all education and depends more
on a man than on a study, it is not part of the explicit
plan. Nevertheless there is an "art of conversion• (518
i J ) which , s inc e this first act is lar6ely a matter of
making the soul recognize the shadows 0n the wall ~ mere
shadows, is clearly an eikastic art - namely Socratic
music, the persuasive imagery of truth . I t may be said
to take the place of that traditional mus ic s o emphatically excluded from t he philosophical education (522 ).
lb. The long •haul• into t he light of day i s accomplished chiefly by the "hauling study w of mathemati c s
(522 c 5 - 531 d 6). Tbe program ls that of Pythagorean
physical mathemat1cs.41J In a r i thmetic the on e a nd the
two and the other numbers are distingui sh ed, i n plane
geometry the surfaces of bodies, in solid geomet r y t he
bodies themselves, in astronomy bodies are put·in motion,
and finally, harmonics studies the audibl e rela tions of
moving bodies. In this way the cosmos imaged in the Myth
of Er, with 1 ts heavenly bodies g i vi ng out a harmony a.s
they revolve, is constructed . There is only on e difference
between this Pythagorean cosmos and t he Socratic study, bvtoV\eso
deep that it is very hard for Glaucon , who loves the se
studies especially astronomy, to g rasp. He immedi a tely
ident:tfies Socrates' J(hrase about .,see l~ the things ahove"
(10: ~vw d't.JJc.o-ea.~ ) ..Jtth "looking into ~he skYJ above"'
(.s:.'L.~ ..,..c l:f...vw o_.,oCi.v >
529 a 2), and Soc r ates has to rebuke
him: that kind of astronomy really ma kes its ~tudents
"look downward al together!• (a 7 ) . So era t es der!l ands tha t
in the serious s~1dy of this paradl~m of every • s tu dy~, of
every mathema, not only all practical consider~tions 1
but even every admixture of sense exnerience should be
put by, and only those true motions and numbers and f igu res which ere ~rasped by the logos and the diano i a alone
should be studied (529 b). Glaucon, who f oll ollls the
early part of the discuss1on,the demonstration of the
d1anoet1c power of ar1thrnet1c, very well, is somewhat
puzzled by-· what follows ( 522 d) ~ For indeed 1 t is the
effort of mathematics itself which is needed to complete
the conYersion from sense (533 d J), a:na. this ls still
before him.
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What is this purg ed mathematics of Socrates? It ls, in
fact, a kind of inverse dialectic. It beg ins with an investigation ~hich in dialectic is the la~t and greatest, the
•study concerning . the one" (rln~pL \~ e.v)AO...S1or'-) 1
525 a 2), which asks after the "one itself" (524 e 6) and 1ti;vest1gates 0 the one and the ~anifoldl two and three !t { ..,.c)
Ko..'t ,G:. ~ uo '<-o...t ,0;: 'I' Ca..,
522 c 51, a study ·Which is "that
whichis in commo~ ( 10' \<..o'- vov, c 1) to all others and of
which they "partake " (,.,.u.e 1ox 0 5 yt. yvf. o--B a...'- ) ·
c 8). It
is called !•an ordinary 11 ttle thing !7 ( -,.o- cp o...OAo v,
c 5 42 )
but it di scovers the great dialecti cal archai of •the Great N
and "the Small" and ,. the Infinite " ( 523' e J , c f. Aristotle,
Metaphys ics 987 b 19, Philebus 16 d ). The f inal mathematical
subject, on t he other hand, ls ha rmonics) -which :oresumably
deals with such matters as the "marriage number" (546 d 5),
a number told by the Muses and.built on "agreeable 4 number
relat1ons;t~'t:nmt\:F,,although not apprehensible by any reasoning
mixed with sense perception, yet rules breeding and birth ,
and is , i n short, c oncerned with the mos t concrete and intractable multipl ic i ty, with the l owest ma t ters. The cosmos
bui lt with purified ma t hemati cs i s t hus, t o be sure , n ot a
model of our sens ible world but a •noe tic cosmos", and yet,
in acc ordance wi t h the downwa r d moti on of the dian ola, it
become s progress ively more"palpa ble " in t he process of construc tion. To put it another way , this intelligible world
1s built up f r om the least el ement; the non-dimens ional one,
geometrically considered as a Eoint, to a •community~ and
"affinity" {KO"-'lwvl:.o.'-'· ... KOi.\. cruyy£'Vc.La.~5Jl d 1) gener ated by dimensional growth, while in dialectic the One is the
end of all studies, that which is beyond the sum of things,
the whole. It is this inverse relation to dialectic which
makes mathematics the "pro:oa1deut1c" study {536 d 6).
One might add that when this mathematical cosmos ceases
to be regarded as a mere pattern (pa r adeigma) and is elevated into an eidos, a source of b e ing, dialectic yi e lds
to mathematics as the science of bei ng, and something ofJ)
this sort indeed seems to have happened in the Academy.q.
But as long as Socrates is convers ing,a mathematical argument r ema i n s hypothetical, or as in the Tima eus, -. mythicfl.l.
(29 d 2). This is s t i l l t he case even in the Philebus,
where i n the course of the inyestigation of the Good a
•bodiless cosmos" ls buil t (64 c) from mathematical principles such as the One, the More and Less , and Number ( 2)
c ) , which principles all come to Sotm~l.n ~ myth or f rom a
god (16 c, 18 c 25 b ) or in a dr eam (20 b ) - and tha t , as
he says in the Republic , is p re cisely the way t hings come
to mathematicians : ~They dream about beingn (533 b 8), just
as he hims elf ~speaks oracl e s • {523 a 8 ) on t he s ubje ct .

t:v

»

lc-d. Di a l ectic itself i s no longer accessi ble t o
Glaucon; to se t out on thi s road would be t o see •no longe r an 1rnage .• . bu t the t rue it self ~ (533 a J ). Instead Soc ra tes sings h i s ~hymnft in praise of dial ectic (531 d 6))
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and with that Glaucon must be content. He has now been
a preliminary synopsis of the synoptic studies which
the young rulers are to engage in first {537 c). After
this Socrates add,J'esses him as a fellow · law~g1ver; while he
rehearses with him what he would do n1f he were ever to
nurture 1n deed those whom he is now nurturing and ecucating in speeeh • ( 534 d J, 8, 535 a 3, 537 c 9 ); that is, what
Glaucon will do once he himself becomes a teacher of rulers.
Here it is interesting to note that Theon, elaborating in
great detail Socrates' allusion to philosophy as an initiation into the mysteries (Phaedrus 250 c), makes the
fourth stage of the initiation, (the stage following the
full vision) that which authorizes the initiate to transmit his knowledge to others (Mathematical Matters UsefUl
for Readitig Pla.to, Introduction).
- Together they review once more the virtues necessary 1n
the nature of the future ph-ilosophers and the danger to
the "puppies• (539 b 6) in taking up c;l1alect1c too early.
In the last image of this conversation Socrates likens
_ them _to a son who on growing~dlecovers that his alleged
parents are not his true parents and , consertuently,. losing
trust, begins to ask questions about the traditions 1n an
"·e ristic• way and to scorn the laws ( 538 c 5). Note that
the source of disillusionment of the precocious dialect1c1an in --the image is precisely the content of the Phoen1o1an my~h (414 c 4) which is told the dog-guardians to make
them conform!
g1~n

2a. Row they have come to the final question) which
·socrates clearly considers of acute importance in the
aer1ous execution of his program - this is the matter
over which he had before become angry (B"~w8£f..s,
536 c 4). It is the question of age, ,the fitting of the
progress of study and .practice to human growth. The ages
Socrates assigns to each stage is best seen in a chart
(539 d 8} fitting them to the ascent of the cave image:

outside
.inside

natural objects dialectic ---~~-----~~-!hadow~__ ______maQiemB:_tI_~~ ----- - --

___

WI
cleo.~

r~r:z~e;11

L ------··--------·
After fifty, Socrates says, the time has come for the
philosophers to "behold" the Good itself an~us1ng it ~s
a "pattern• (-rra..po.. ~·i.L yµa.1LJ 540 a 9 )J to order ( Ko~e~ v
b 1) the city and to educate others to live in the city as
its guardians. Thereafter they will spend their liveR in
philosophy whenever possible, but when their turn comes

they will descend and govern, ~nns1dering it "not as sqmething fair but as necessary'' ( 0 \) X ~ \<O. )..oy TL. d_).).. > .fJ5
Q"lo.. y Ko..'~ov, b 4).
·
The last phrase recalls one last time that for the nh1losophers the chief thesis of the dialogue, that just1ce'brings
happiness, ls suspended - they are just out of mere necess1 ty.
It also shows why this is: the "fair city~, the kallipolis, has nothing fair for which a philosonher might w11.__
lingly descend - witness the fact that 1 t ls so called insofar
as its citizens study solid geometry (527 c 1). In this
city geometric is substituted for erotic necessity (546 cf
458 d 5 )) and •1ove" means primarily love of truth - hu~an •
eras plays a purely utilitarian part in it (459, 460),
though such eros alone might bring the nhilosopher down
willingly. It is necessary that love should be absent here,
where the dialogic community is to be displayed as the
fundamental political community, but Glaucon receives compensation at another time: it is to him that the speP.ches
Illade about eros at that famous symposium are recounted.
he hears them •going up from Phalerum 9 Athen's second'
harbor (Symposium 172 a 2, c 3).
'

r

2b. What is.most remarkable about the age chart itself
is that the rulers• education, al though i.hl.t\o..l\y founded «nn
the city, always leads them straight out of it and beyond.
Practical experience cornea to them late. In terms of the
cave, it is conspicuous that no mention ls made of a "look
behind the scenes• of the puppet theatre) of something which
might be construed as a political apprent1ce~h1p. The
counterpart of this lack of practical training is the absence
of all Political theory from their studies, that ls, of· such
formulations as are abstractions from practical politicB .
in the dialogue called the "Constitution~ the study of constitutions is not advocated. The reason for this ls 1n the
nature of such patterns: the pattern of the just city is
not an eidos, a being responsible for what ls but an ideal
significantly located not in the •hypercelestlal place"
'
{Ph~edrus 247 c 2) with the eide but in the sky (592 b 1)
with Cloudcuckooland. A parade1gma is only a •hypothetical
e1dos~ (Timeeue 48 e 6), not an object of study or know- ·
ledge. Were it otherwiseJnothing would be necessary for
the young · rulers but to study the best constitution - this stud..'j
would be what is called ideology. Instead they are to look
to the one effective pattern which is that beyond being:
the political wisdom of the Aepublic demands that governing
be learned by looking, so to speak, in the other direction;
in practice the rulers will literally look at affairs "in
the light of the whole~ ho n~o-"" cp~5 no.._pfxov, 540 a 8).
The ab111 ty to do this, 1rrepla.ceab1e by any technique or
formula, is called human wisdom, phronesi! (521 b 8), the
~irtue containing the political virtues (~ymposium 209 a 6),
and of all the virtues the loveliest (Phaedrus 250 d 5).
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-The image of such a man at work, which might be called
•Socrates in the city," ls found in Xenophon's Memorabilia.
2c. Having come to the end of iife,, the philosopher kings
will at last be allowed to depart permanently to the Isles
of the Blessed, and the city will honor them with memorials
and sacrifices; 1f the Pythia permits, as divinities (daimosi),
otherwise as happy men (euda1mos1, 540 c 1). Socrates is
ending the conversation with a sly reference to himself: he
has indeed advocated - w1th the permission of the friendly
Delphic oracle, to be sure - the introduction of •other new
divinities" into. the city, exactly as the indictment against
him was to state (A.pology 24 c 1, cf. 21 a 6; he was also,
incidentally, honored 1n Athens after-his own death very
nearly as he here prescribes, e.g., Diogenes Laertius, II,43).

2d. And now Socrates and Glaucon are emerging from their
deeply publi_c private dialogue back into the context of the
~city in speech•, the guardian city.
Socrates himself recalls
1 t with a smiling rejoinder to Glaucon' ~ perceptive; praise of
his skill as a "maker of men-statues• (a.vSf''-O...VTo rroLoJ, .534 c 4)
by hie rem1ndltrto Glau eon that he can shape women too, for they
were to share in this cl ty · ( 54 5 c J). · Sacra tes now founds
this guardian city w1 th charming offhandedness - all inhe.b1 tants over ten years are to be driven out . •1nto the wilds•,
which will leave a clean slate for the law-giver (541 a 1,
cf. 501 a).
_
· G1aucon recalls accurately where they had been -when they
digressed: Socrates, like tn~)wrestler he ls - Heracles is
the master of all wrestlers
- is to put himself into his
former position to continue to wrestle with the account of
the-degenerate cities.
Socrates, by descending with Glaucon into the mythical
setting of the Pe1ra1c underworld, has shown him that he
lives his life caught in a mortal Hades. But this demonstration is itself a release, the first step of the rescue_unlike the poets, who fail to wrestle from Hades the shade
they desire (Sympo§.1um 179 d), Socrates, a new Heracles,
knows the way to bring his Theseus up to the world of light.
Yet Glaucon's later life is almost a blank for us; no
reputation, either good or bad, survived him - certainly he
founded no-new Athens. We may be sure that this is meant
to reflect on the dialogue, for 1t forces us to ask whether
the labour of Socrates has, in sober fact, been altogether
lostrhas, after all; come to mere words. The answer, however, to that question will no longer be found in the d1a- ·
logue but only in ourselves.

Eva Brann
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March 1966
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the natural world as the setting and source of human
nature. The character of peoples is, as in Herodottan
ethnology, dependent on the clime under which they live:
Thracians, Scythians, and northerners in general are
lovers of honor, Phoenicians and Egyptians are lovers
of money and the Hellenes in the middle are lovers of
knowledge (435 e, cf. Timaeus 24 c; Epinomis 987 d).

23.

See Adams I, p. 244, note on 435 b.

24.

See Charmldes 164 c 7 for Critias' version of the
Delphic background of this saying •

25.

See

26.

See Meno 80 c, ed. Thompson, p. 112.

27.

On a much lower level, the reiteration of themes, such
as the •oft-toldw tale of the one and the many, has the
eff~ct of making Glaucon nrecollect• (e.g., 507 . a 7,
522 b 1) the unity of the argument. Cf. the~h~nor in
which this kind of memory and recollection (o..v~v?o-'-J )
was held by the Pythagoreans: •A Pythag orean man does not
arise from his bed before he has recollected what happened yesterday. And he performs the recollections in
this way. He tries to recover bi means of the dl_~nola
what he first said or heard •.• " ~Iamblichus, Life .Q.f.
Pythagoras 16),20) . The passage goes on to describe
the discipline of completely recalling the logoi and
erga of the p~ev1ous day , which was considered part of
the training needed fo r acquiring knowledge. It is
obviously a technique Socrates himself had mastered.

a.

345 ff.

15.

See '*iams I,

16 .

See F.M . Coniford , Plato's Cosmology, London 1937 ,

pp. 4- 5. For a to t ally di ffe r ent point of view and
concomi tantl y di f ferent years for the dramati c dat e
of the Republic see A.E. Taylor , A Commentary .Q!l
Plato's Tima eus , Oxford 1928 , pp. 1 5-16 , 4 5.

1?. . A

similar case is found -i n Xenophon's Cyrapaedia and
is expressed 1n the apparent lack of a match between
the title, which seems to promise an account of Cyrus'
upbringing by the Persians (I.11,2), and the content)
which is .rather the education Cyrus gave th~ Perslc;.ns.
This ls because Cyrus, whose name means the "Lord•,
is at once . the beneficiary and the source of Persian
customs; Cyrapaedia therefore means •The Lord's
Educa tion" both in the objective and the subjective
sense o f the genitiye.

J~

Klein, A Commentarz on Plato's Meno, pp. 112-115.

18.

Crati nus from a lost play, The Thracian Women:
TLf/°fi'?"f.. ~" TL l<a...LvO'v ~ya. O"T~,,D LoV.. The cult of
Bendis e vidently wa s f ood for comedy; tt . seems to.
have been the subject of Aristophanes' lost Lemn1an
Wonien.

19.

See R. Hackforth, Plato's Phaedrus, Library o f Libe ral
Arts, p. 118.

20.

An ·otherwise unlikely ancient story to t he ef t'ec t t hat

the whole Rijublio· was stolen from t he wr it i ngs of
Protagoras I>1e1s, Fragmente der Vors okrat1ker, 1 954,
II, p. 265), seems at least to indicat e t ha t there ·
were certdin points of agreement.

28.

See J. Stenzel, Zahl !WA Gestalt be1 Platen und Aristoteles, 1959, p. 190 for a list of many of the ancient
references to tfc:/l l. -rc:L ya. Gotl and for · quotations in
his own text .

21.

Ade1mantus 1 · Gyges story is a witty transformat ion of
Herodo t us' versi on. In the latter, what is r i ght and
lawful is for every man to keep private things private
or "to look at his own" (er Kw rr f E- Lv re vc:L r o...._
{,wu rou,,, I, 8, 16); this is tacitly compared to the
definition of what is just in the Republic,. namely
•to do one's own• ( T~ o..610C rr/>ci.17""€.-0-'), 1. e., to find
one's public place. F-.;J.~ thermore the main faC't about
Gyges' crime in He rodotus , that he is forced to do
injustice precisely because he is ~ in the act
i mposed on him hy the king> is inverted in Adeimantus'
story , and by reason of hi~ ring Gyges becomes invisibly a nd volunta rily c r i mlDal.

29.

Klein, 1b1d. pp. 115-125, "The Dianoetic Extension !2f.
)

,.

)J

€...L K CA 0-L ().. . •

JO.

Klein, ibid. p. 119.

31.

The Pythagorean enterprise of de.vising numerical ratios
to express the relations of the soul's parts, as well
as to express the progression of the world ' s genetic
elements, becomes extremely important in the Academy in
connection with the understanding of e1de as numbere.
An instance is the double progression 2:4:8, which has
the "one11 as its non-numerical source and stands for the
dimensi~nal unfolding of the world from point to solid
(1.e. 2 ). To the dimensions are correlated the cor-
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responding powers of the soul: !!Q!!!!, dianola, doxa, and
a1athes1a and to these, again, the numbers 1 through 4
(Ep1n9111a 991 e, cf • .Aristotle On the Soul 404 b 20 and
Philoponus' commentary on th«tpassage). These are the
formulaic results of just the kind of consideration the
D1T1ded Line invites.
J2.

One or the older combatants ls Pythagoras who ls said
to haye seen Homer and Hesiod suffering in Hades for
what they said about the gods (Diogenes Laert1ua III,21).

3J.

The objeota on the D1v1ded Line are only twice ·referred
to 1n terms of mimesis (510 b J and 5J2 · a J, cf. 507
c ~ )•

• · In the Ph1lebu,a, the Good 1• approached as a •third
thing•, other than and aboTe both pleasure and human
•1•dOll (-20 b 8). .As a hUllan go9d it has three char~ 1,·:·1·aot••let1c•: 1 t 1• "perfect• ("'TE)\e.o "_ ) , "adequate•
( ltt:..o...vov· ) and ''ohoiceworthy" (o.t,peT05, 20 d); its
_power, a.gain, cannot be •caught• in one idea but must
be captured 1n three: beauty, ayametry and truth {65
a 1), whoae relation ia not unlike that of the three
effects of the power or the Good, namely world, knowledge and being, in the Republic.

3.S.

Ct.

)6.

7or the hoao1on as the bonding pr1nc1ple making knowledge po•a1ble, and associated terms, like paradelffa
.e.nd an•lqgi•~ 1n the .Aeadem~ see Pauly-Wissowa, II ,
•, 2 under -Speu•1ppos •, pp. 1641-1658.

31.

Cr • .ldama II, pp. 441,4?0 ff.

•)8.

There 18 also .a curious story about an artificial Hades
•h1eh Pythagoras is said to have built - a little chamber under the earth into which he disappeared for a long
tlae and then aaeended, announcing that he had dwelt in
Hades (Diogenes Laert1ue VIII,41).
·

Aristotle, Retaph!sica I, (ed. Ross), p. lv111 ff.
tor further references.

39 • . Iambl1ohua; Life of Pythagoras, 165,12; see Note 27.
40.

See Jowett, III, p. 326.

41.

.Adame I~, p. 16J ff.

42.

'
remarks on Plato's
use of the word
q>o..u ~of, po·1 nting out that he uses 1 t 1n ·the two senses
of6.n>.o05, •simple, honest" and t<<i.i.c::o5, •bad• (III,6J).
Actually, of course, Socrates often uses 1t ironically
to mean •the great thing which everyone el!e overlooks!!.
Di~enea · Laertius
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43.

For instance, Plato is said to have generated the cosmos,
1.e., the !1~n1mal itself, out of the idea of the 0ne and
primary lent-~th, breadth and depth• (Aristotle, On the
Soul 404 b 20).. With this passage goes the numerical
generation of the soul describ~d in Note 31.

44.

Pauly-Wissowa, Suppl. III, p. 1007;

